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4500 U. S. TROOPS MOVE INTO CAMBODIA
B52s Drop 1000 Tons Of
Bombs On Red Positions

Needs Of County
Schools Outlined
By Superintendent

By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) — At least
4,500 American troops pushed
into Cambodia today with orders from President Nixon to
WASHINGTON (UPI)—High- crush Viet Cong and North Vietlights of President Nixon's add- namese sanctuaries in what toms
ress Thursday night on Cam- on the appearance of a classibodia:
cal World War II-type invasion.
"There is one area ...a.where
The soldiers met light resisI have concluded that a combin- tance. Field reports said 71
A meeting was held on Moned American and South Viet- guerrilla troops were killed, all
day eventing at Calloway County
namese operation is necessary. of them by helicopter gunships
High School of a number of inTonight, American and South supporting the push, another
terested citizens to bear a reVietnamese units will attack the 108 Viet Cong were captured.
port on the condition in the
headquarters for the entire
One American was reported
county school system.
Communist military operation wounded.
Bill Miller, Superintendent
in South Vietnam . . . This is
Wave upon wave of B52 bomThree young men from Calof County Schools told the group
invasion of Cambodia bers dropped 1,000 tons of
an
not
that the recent increase in as- loway County were inducted in. . . Once enemy forces are dri- bombs on the Communist positsessment of farm property in to the United States Army In
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Ray
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They
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Danny
school system will receive the
do our best to provide the small to soften up the target of the
same emotion of money that it son of Mr. and Mrs. Kennie
and other equipment tank-led troop advance.
arms
got last year from local taxes. Todd, North 3rd Street, Murwhich the Cambodian army
An equal number of South
Miller pointed out that the ray; Larry H. Chrisman, son of
needs and can use now for its Vietnamese troops accompanied
increased costs of education can Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Chrisman,
defense. The aid we will pro- the Americans of the 1st Air
be met only with a voted tax Hazel Route Two; and John
vide will be limited to the pur- Cavalry Division and the llth
of
Wayne
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reeidents.
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of
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The probiem, am
defend its neutrality — not for dia in what was described as a
Miner, is the great Deed of the Dexter.
purpose of making it an ac- "hammer and anvil" operation
the
One transfer, Larry B. Smith
county school system regarding
belligerent on one side or designed to smash the guerriltive
school buildings. The present of Owensboro, was also inductother."
the
las caught in the middle.
elementary school buildings are ed with the Calloway men.
Negotiations:
The Allies crossed the border
The local men were sworn innot acceptable to the state stan"The time Came long ago to at two points on the fishhook, a
dard, and something must be to the Army at Nashville, Tenn.,
end this war through peaceful curved portion of Cambodia
and have been sent to Fort
done at once, be said.
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Fifty-nine transfers and five Main Simi last night.
Photo by a Eugene Tubbs if the enemy response to our miles
House sources said the move
is the Jackson Purchsse area. local men were sent for pre.
most conciliatory offers for would take them as deep as 20
Miller said that Calloway Co- induction physical examinations
peaceful negotiation continues miles into Cambodia.
unty is presented as one of at the same time, according to
to be to increase its attacks and
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Baptist
New Mt. Cannel
(Bonnie) Winchester of Murray
The guest speaker will be
The general meeting of the
He was a gtaduate of Calloway Route Five.
TEEN TOWN
The Albenaries will present
speaking in the place of Bin
Women's Society of Christian
County High School in the class
The funeral for Thompson has Service of the First United MeWalter Pigg, minister of the
a program at the Mt. Horeb
of 1968 and attended Murray
The First Methodist Church Freewill Baptist Church on Sunbeen scheduled for Sunday at thodist Church will be held
church, who is on a special
A. B. Crass is now in Room State University.
mission project in India.
Thompson was a 1967 grad- four p.m. at the chapel of the Tuesday, May 5, in the social Teen Town will be open Satitr- day, May 3, at three p.m.
913, Madison East, Baptist Meday. May 2, from eight to 11
This is sponsored by the deamorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. uate of Calloway County High Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. hall of the church.
Coffee will be served at 9:30 p.m. The band will be "The cons and trustee board of the
He has been transferred from School and was a radio and Burial will be in the Elm Grove
Cemetery with the arrange- a.m. by members of the Faith Blue Mist". Chaperones will be church. Rev. Ira Phillips is the
Tams Honeysuckle 1.1 blooming.
the intensive care of the hos- television technician.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Bashear pastor.
Red.
pital after having undergone
The accident occurred on ments by the Blalock-Coleman Doran Circle and Circle I.
Mrs. J. W. Stuart will conduct
pen heart surgery on April 23. West Main Street in front of the Funeral Home where friends
Cactus is growing. Dale Sykes
lie was injured when kicked by R. B. Parker home, 1321 Main may call after eight p.m. to- the devotion after which there
night (Friday).
will be s short business meetgave it to the third oldest years
Cincinnati
horse on his farm west of Street.
a
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ago and the thing has thrived. Men's and Women's Glee Clubs Murray.
Thompson, age 21, driving a. ThOmpson is survived by his ing.
Mrs. Gene Lovins. psychiatric
1969 Plymouth two door hard. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
will present a concert at MurMurray Route Six, social worker
ray... UoiversitY tonight- ME"WiltaNINIMPSWIe_logy._ivas going west on Main Thompsonaof
4.?511 sPr°ug,
.
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The perforninsce will ge ;it CM
Mrs. Lynn Tidwell, 709 Syca- will speak to the group. She
Geraniums blooming.
said that he
p. mr:Tn-the University School
will discuss the mental health
that was also going west in more Street, Murray.
auditorium.
UnItsml Sr... Int*r•slional
services of this area.
Bumblebees bumbling.
Organized in the fall of 1966,
Main Street.
Shirley Dotson, age 15, of
All the ladies of the church
The police report said that
the University of Cincinnati
Wasps wasping.
Men's and Women's Glee Clubs
Thompson lost control of his Route One, Freeburg, Ill., was are invited to attend this meetWest Kentucky — Considerbrushed ing. Nursery accommodations
have already established themcar while passing, hit the curb reported to have been
Butterflies flying. Mosquitoel styes ai outstanding choral or- able cloudiness warm and hu- on the right side of Main Street, by a car on North 16th Street will be provided.
An executive board meeting
biting (not mosquing).
ganizations. In addition to ma- mid with scattered showers and traveled across the street to the between Hamilton and West
early
at will follow the general meeting.
jor campus performances, the thunderstorms today and
left curb, and then hit a tree Olive Streets on Thursday
We were mowing the yard yes clubs Lake an annual tour to tonight. Turning cooler tonight. in the front yard of the Parker 11:20 a.m., according to the reSaturday mostly cloudy and borne.
port filed by the Murray Police
terday and a tree branch ad neighboring states.
vanced upon us and viciously
Both clubs have had the dis- cooler. Highs today mainly in
Elkins was a passenger in Department.
attacked. It struck us once up tinction of performing with the the low and mid 80s. Lows to- the car with Thompson. The car
The police report said she
on the head before retreating Cincinnati Symphony Orchestri night upper 50s and low 60s. was reported a total loss and
in
the
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injuries to the left
70s.
Highs
suffered
RuMax
of
Elmo
direction
the
to its normal position. The under
was towed away by the
hand, both elbows, and bruises.
branch belonged to the twin dolf. In April of this year the Southwesterly winds 12 to 2:1 Gardner Wrecker service.
Mason Karns, manager of
Ronald W. Samson of Mobile
Post Oak which usually sits by Men's Glee Club performed the m.p.h. and gusty today shifting
Funeral services for Elkini
Route (Masco, has been transferred
the bird bath. In this particular American premiere of Kurt to northwesterly early tonight will be held Sunday at two p.m Home Village, Murray
Ford two back to Ellie, Oklahoma from the
case however, it moved pro Weill's "Das Berliner Requiem" continue through Saturday but at the chapel of the Blalock Two, driving a 1961
diminishing to 7 to 15 m.p.h. by Coleman Funeral Home with door convertible, was going local store.
with the orchestra.
Mr. Karns is the first manag(Continued on Pigs Twelvia)
The Murray concert will con- Saturday afternoon. Probability Rev. Gerald Owen officiating south on North 16th Street. A
sist of a variety of music for of measurable rain 60 per cent Burial will be in the Murray bus load of girls from Freeburg, er of the store, taking over
Men's and Women's Glee dubs. today, 40 per cent west to 50 Memorial Gardens with the ar- Ill., pulled into the University since the opening here. Saturday will be his last day in MurThe combined groups will close per cent east tonight and to 10
ray.
per cent west to 30 per cent
the program.
Mr. Karns and his wife Betty
John W. Leman, the conduc- east Saturday.
and two children Jeff and April
tor of the Men's Glee Club, W
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 363.6,
have lived here in Murray on
currently a candidate for an up 1.0. Below dam 324 1, up 1.0,
South 18th. street.
A gospel singing will be held ED. D. in Music Education from
five
kates open.
Now in Murray to assume
at the Grace Baptist Church on the University of Illinots. LeBarkley Lake, 7 a. m. 363.5, up
the managership of the store is
Saturday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m man came to the University of
1.0. Below dam 329.2, up 1.0.
Wayne Elenck of Enid OklaSeveral quartets and singing Cincinnati after teething four
Sunrise 6:03; sunset 7:45.
homa.
groups are expected to Stead. years in the Decatur, Illinois,
Moon rose 3:48 a. m.
The conductor of the WoThe public is invited.
school system and three years
men's Glee Club, Douglas Amat the University of Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Harris year fire and Rubber Co., with
man, re-eived his Ba-helor's
where he conducted the Varsity
DANCE SATURDAY
of Marray Route Syk formerly more than 42 years of service.
Master's
and
degree
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Illi.
past
Men's Glee Club. For the
Both were members of the
nois Wesleyan University, arid of Akron, Ohio, yen celebrate
five summers he has been chorThe Calloway County Coun.
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a
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al conductor of the American try Club will have its Derby Day
byterian Church. Doctor of Musical Arts degree on Sunday, May. 3. No formal
Youth Band and Chorus which Dinner Dance on Saturday, May
Mr and Mrs Harris are the
in' choral conducting from the celebration is being planned,
tours Europe annually.
2. Reservations for both the
but friends are invited to visit parents of two sons. Charles of
Rev. G. C. Fain will celebrate
of
Cin7innati.
University
dinner and dance are $10.00 per
Akron and George of Prescott,
theril on that day.
Holy Communion on Sunday,
The public is cordially incouple, but for the dance only
ONE CITED
Ariz., and one daughter, Mrs.
.P6
May 3, at 10:30 a.m. at St.
vited to the cr'n - ert, no adm.s$6.00 per couple. Make reservaMr. and Mrs. Harris lived in Marjaraa Sparks of Scottsdale
.;ohn's Episcopal Cbgrcli, 1620
tion'a:11,-be charged A re-op- htn-44 years and came to Ken- Ariz They have 12 grandchil
One person was cited for tions' by -Friday, May 1. Col.
Maui Street.
ticn will follow the concert for tucky.six years ago, when Mr. dren and two
and Mrs. Gary Pugh are chairgreat-grandchil
The public is invited to at- reckless driving on Thursday by
all who wlah'to z.tend.
men for the dance.
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Highlights Of
Nixon's Address

Three Inducted
In Draft Call

gingliwa
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Two Die From Injuries Received In Wreck On MafOit. Last Night

Robert Witt Speaker
At New Concord Church

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs. Gene Lovins Will
Speak At WSCS Meet

Crass Is Transferred
To Private Room

Albenaies To Present
Program At Church

UC Glee Clubs To
Present Concert Here

Golden Wedding Anniversary

IffiiTHER REpORT

Manager Of Otasco
Receives Iransfer

Grace Baptist Church
Pins Gospel Singing .

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Harris

Hutt Communion Sunday
At Episcopal Church
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Protecting You From
Yourself

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., MOO
Strange as it may seem, the
Madam Ave., Mempais, Tenn.. Time & Life Bldg, New York, N.Y, motorcycle helmet has become
b.etuicnwurt titclg, betron, Mich.
the center of a raging constitutional debate. It came about in
for
Kentucky,
Murray,
Entered Daily at the Post Office,
the following manner:
transmission as Second Ciass Matter
A number of states, worried
SOBIScIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per about the soaring rate of motorSamna *1...14. In Cauoway and aajommg counties, per year, $5.50; cycle accidents, have passed laws
gis.uu, aiaewdvre $16.1.1u. ALL service sunacriptions 48,00. requiring every rider to wear a
W.4111041 1
helmet. However, these laws are
being challenged on the ground
"The Outstanding Civic At el a Cainautony is the
Integrity at its Newaseaper"
that the government cannot force
a person—just because it is good
for him—to do something he
FRIDAY — MAY 1, 1970
doesn't want to do.
Of course, the government does
have a right, under the "police
power,- to step in when there is
danger to others as well. Thus,

Only Ted Knows

The strange case of Senator Edward
Kennedy and Mary Jo Kopechne has made the
headlines again with the report of the inquest
judge that he did not believe the senator and the
secretary were headed for the Chappaquiddick
Island ferry when Kennedy's car plunged from a
narrow bridge.
Judge James A. Boyle said in his report on
the secret January inquest that in his judgment,
Kennedy turned intentionally onto the unpaved
road which led toward Dike Bridge and away
from the ferry the senator said he planned to
take. He said there was cause to believe the
senator drove negligently, in a Manner which
"appears to have contributed to the death of
Mary Jo Kopechne."
Senator Kennedy "rejected" Judge Boyle's
report, and maintained that he did not know that
he had turned off of a paved road onto a dirt road
that led to the narrow bridge. In his testimony at
the inquest, Kennedy said he did some light
drinking the evening of the accident, but that
when he drove away from the cottage to take
Miss Kopechne to the ferry late that night he was
"absolutely sober."
While the general public will probably never
know what really happened that night, and why,
there is one person who knows exactly what
transpired. And that person is Senator Edward
Kennedy. He knows what he was doing and
where he was going, and why he did not notify
police of the secretary's death until the next
day. The legal part of this case may be closed,
but Senator Kennedy must carry with him to the
wave the memory and the nightmare of that
fateful night.
In rejecting the judge's findings, Senator
Kennedy said he "truthfully answered all
questions asked of me." For his sake, we hope
that he did that. Otherwise, he faces a very
unhappy life.

Aar

compulsory vaccination was held
constitutional long ago because
the disease may endanger not
only the person himself but also
others In the community.
But in the case of motorcycle
helmets, the primary purpostiis
not to protect somebody else but
to protect the motorcyclist from
his own negligence. That is, the
government is trying to protect
him from himself.
So far, a few courts have held
the helmet requirement to be unconstitutional, on the theory that
the indi%tdual should be "master
of his fate and captain of his
soul." As one opponent put it,
if the government can go this far,
it could just as logically require
everybody to be in bed by 10 p.m.
On the other hand, a majority
of courts have held these laws
valid. They argue that there is
at least some benefit to others,
because a helmetless rider, if
struck by bugs or flying pebbles,
may lose control of his motorcycle and cause a collision.
Besides, they add, some safeguarding of the individual is justified. because if he is injured, he
(or his family) may become a
public burden.
"It is to the interest of the
state." said one court, "to have
strong. robust, healthy citizens."
Of course, not all motorcyclists
are concerned about the fine
points of constitutional law. However, they all might take note of
a harsh statistical fact: the vast
majority of motorcycle deaths
are the result of injuries to the
head.
An American Bar Association'
public service feature by Will
Bernard.
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Karate Demonstration To Be
Given At International Fest
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Calloway County High School students: Listen to your
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for use by
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that you have talent.
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bilt University in Nashville, Haw
BEST DIRECTOR
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Free Forever
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also operates his own karate sch- feature music, drama,
produced by oc .
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ool in Korea and for three years and culture exhibits
Old wind whips
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Instructed U. S. Special Forces the 118 international students
Across the hills
In South Vietnam in the art. on the Murray campus. Customs
And valleys deep
While at Vanderbilt, he also and cultures of the 30 countries
mist
Moving the
represented will be exhibited or
grass
And churning the
demonstrated.
Sponsored by the international
Waving the hairs
On the muscled arm
students at Murray, the Festival
Down and up is being directed by Yushin Yoo,
a native of South Korea and head
Patterns disarranged.
of the division of bibliography
Boundless energies
4 the University library.
Free to flow
Assisting with its production
A
Never confined in
SCHLESINGER
MAO= HELLMAN-JON%
is Mrs. Frances Carter ,coorPRODI.Allos
National
A cannon's fiery throat.
Larry Lovington,
affafor foreign student
dinator
ReServices
Red Cross Safety
irs, and Dr. Sam Matarazzo, intPerpetual motion
presentative will be at Murray
ernational student advisor.
Needing neither
State University May 4-8 to conDr. Harry M. Sparks, presiThe mind of man
duct Part II of the Water Safwill preTo start or stop.
ety Instructor course, according dent of the University,
' by Thomas 0. Perkins
to Mrs_ Gaylord Forrest, Callo- sent a trophy to the students
way County Water Safety Chair- of the country whose customs
and cultures are most effectively
man.
And Th. Rooster Said, 'Repent!"
This course is primarily de- exhibited, Yoo said.
Judges will be: Murray Mayor
Peter was trembling, that bitter night,
signed for those students at
0 COLORI.,.DeLuxe
Murray State University who are Holmes Ellis; Bob Moyer, retirPart from cold, and part from fright,
United Artists
completing Part I W. S. I, C. ed manager of the local Tappan
As he joined the courtyard crowd
00000()0()n
5b0000000000
under the direction of Rex Alex- plant; Miss Ruby Simpson, retirAnd made his way to the fireside, proud
ander and the physical educe- ed head of the Home Economics ) — Admission $1.75 —
That he saw no familier face;
tion department.
Department at Murray State, and ; No One Under 17 Admitted
"I may make it!" And he took a place,
It is also open to Red Cross Miss Ann Herren. associate dirAnd was just about to feel it ease,
Water Safety Instructors who
There in the world, 'midst the dregs and lees,
need to learn the new strokes
When up walked a maid, pretty and fair;
and renew their authorization.
"You're one of His! I've seen you there!"
Art -instructors must learn the
"Woman, I am not!" The answer came
new strokes and attend a reSo sharp, so quick, it admitted blame!
ENDS
view .such as this before June
And the rooster saw, and marked it down,
THF AIR
90, 1970 in order to qualify as
W• TUESDAY
And waited patiently, while Peter did frown;
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instructors.
,,.;:36336(.;°00:3030o0oo .
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Joy in the world for a friend of the King?
Hours will be from 6:00-9:00
The devil's fire a fierce burning does bring.
p. m. at the university pooL
TO PLUG A
WATT A WAY
And another came up, a man who knew,
For further information call
And he challenged Simon, as the world will do,
BRAIN GAP!
753-1421.
chapter
office,
the
When they see a believer out of his place.
Sin in his heart, and sorrow on his face—
And Peter denied, with answer rough,
And the rooster said, "Its almost enough."
Rail-bike deal
And the preacher waited, and warmed his hands,
BONN (liP1)—Bicycles may
bands
demon
While his soul grew cold, and the
be rented at more than IOU
Laughed and rejoiced to see the brave
of the stations, of the stateGalilean rapidly becoming a knave;
owned Federal Railways in Wes
And after an hour, they sent another,
Germany.
Kin to Malchus, a cousin, or brother,
The service wasintroduced a
And challenged his presence, his right
11 stations in 165 and h
Ai
0
To stand the world that awful night,
become popular with unliurrie
And the rooster did see, and cocked his eye,
travelers who want to make
And listened for the third lying reply;
excursions into the countryside
And many a soul, on evil bent,
6128(fr
its heard the rooster cry, "Repent!"
co ea wow
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And the child of God, with bitter tear,
Has fled to repent at the call so clear.
0it c.oRRtcr
end,
And the rooster, faithful to the
bend?
won't
will
stubborn
man's
why
TIME and
Has wondered
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Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we will remember Mt name of the Lord our God.—Psalm 20:7.
Military might is still a god to many people in the 20th century. God wants to be trusted.
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Art Buchwald Made Honorary Horse

Murray State
Loses Twice
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returned to his motel to see a
Like the blind men feel- stables down to the gyp horse- large sign which read "Wel- New York Herald Tribune:
acfamous
men; from the most
come Colonel Art Buchwald."
ing the elephant, the multi- tors
"We mired a mint julep and
and actresses to the strip
We quote Buchwald from the waited for something else to
ple thousands attending the dancers
and go go girls.
happen. It didn't take long. The
year And there are the writers,
MURRAY, Ky.- The Murray Kentucky Derby each
two distillery men picked us up
get
a
and'
.
writers
impression
sport
different
turf writers,
State University Racers dropped
and took us to Churchill Downs,
They represent people from notable journalists like Art
where the Derby is run. As we
a doubleheader to Memphil all
in life Buchwald with their refreshing
stations
walks
and
all
walked in to the gate we were
State University Thursday, los- from the President of the way of putting words together.
given a mint julep, and over
ing the opener, 12-11, and drop- United States on dawn to the
Tennis Coach Resigns
Buchwald came to the conciiithe loudspeaker we heard the
MURRAY, Ky.- The visiting strains of "My Old, etc., etc."
precinct slate MAD in politics;
ping the nightcap, 6-2.
In the opener, a pair of sit- from the world's most affluent sion early that no newspaper- Heath Pirates jumped on Cabo- We were taken to the press box
run innings helped the visitors
men in the world are managed way County pitching for two un- and made an honorary member
DENVER, April 30.like the ones who cover the earned runs in the sixth inning of the Churchill Downs Turf
pull the game out of the flre.
- Dennis Agee, coach of the
Kentucky Derby. His first ink- and went on to gain a 2-1 vic- Writers Brotherhood.
Murray's Mike Jones blasted a
United States Women's ski
ling came when two men from tory over the Lakers, in a game
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grand slam homer and conteam, resigned Thursday. His
a distillery met him at the ramp
horse and then we were made
RBIs,
here
Thursday.
four
of
total
a
top
tributed
all
the
leaves
to
resignation
with a mint julep, a key
an honorary member of the
gay muddy to murky, some
FRANKFORT, Ky. 091) The Pirates loaded the bases Turf Writers Losers Associawhile Vito Scavo connected for
city in the form of a bottle
coaching spots on the U.S.
Lvyarunent of Fish and clear water in tributraies; temof
by
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MSU
was
two
committed
error
and
an
and
another
opener
Henderson,
tion.
a double and
team open. Don
Wildlife Ratources reports fish- perature 65.
"My Old Kentucky Home." He Calloway County allowing the
the men'ti coach, resigned two
grand slam, good for five RBIs.
"Someone handed us a mint
was
asing has been all but rained out
distillery
each
reported
Green River: Generally mur- weeks ago to return to the facwinning rim to cross the plate.
julep and we bet it on the next
In the second contest, t h e
an.
one
to
newspaperm
signed
(tate:crick with rising, flooding ky to muddy and rising after 10
Calloway County is now 4-6 on
ulty of Holderness School in
Racers were led by Jones once
By MILTON RICHMAN
and muddy water reported in foot rise; croppie and black bass
After being driven to the the season and will travel to - race New Hampshire.
We won, and the mint
again, who collected a base hit
some
in
in
Franklake
mansion
of
Writer
aII lakes.
part
Governor's
Sports
UPI
lower
in
julep paid five to one. We were
Mayfield Saturday.
in three tripe to the plate, and
The department added, tho. clear water; launching ramps,
NEW YORK (UPI) - The fort, given a mint julep and l(.
000
getting a little dizzy.
batted in two runs.
Oro oin o-i
c
ugh, there is some fishing in a parking area and approaches
Derby always draws made an honorary Kentucky
"One of the distillery men
Spears and Alleoek4 PldertIL Otiver
on the Kentucky
hearing the band play
16-14
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n
Including some "My Old Kentucky Home," he (5). and Osborne.
The (,d
play.
OVC
in
5-3
and
season
have a good time.'
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Hyperion Line Hopefuls
ture 63.
ones.
"We started to sing "My Old
Racers will host Middle TenKentucky Lake: Five font rise
Barren: Clear water in main
Like that couple who took off
doublea
Kentucky Home."
in
nessee Saturday
and still rising, with water mur- lake, murky and muddy in other
for Louisville Thursday.
"No, wait. We have an honor
header.
ky to muddy in all sections ex- areas and rising; scattered cropMaybe you never heard of
for you that is rarely bestowed
000 006 6-12 • 0
Memphis State
Terlago, Corn Off The Cob, Murray
Rich$
cept Blood River where croppie pie in some areas near banks;
S
are
4-11
names
000
KG
on anyone that visits LouisState
them but their
(5). Yarborougb
catches are good in clear to temperature 64; no fishing in Hard Work, Aggressively and i6),Reynolds. Cravitt
ville."
ard Hersch and Peter Jacobs.
Evens (7). and Diusech; Weaver.
Supreme Quality are among the Grogan
(7).
"You're going to make me an
Holland
murky water; scattered catches upper sections of lake.
(6).
(6). Schultz
They're brothers-in-law for one
of
in
merit
line
colta
Hyperion
Cole.
and
Cl),
honorary mint julep," we said,
Pease
upper
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in
isolated
fishing
in
of crcppie
the
Nolin: No
in
partners
they're
thing,
of
the Derby. Eight
Hyperion's
swaying slightly.
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of Lake; some croppie and white section; clear sections in lower descendants have won the Der- Memphis State
scrap metal business for an.
"No, it's even more important
002 000 0-3 5
State
bass in eddies below dam; tem- part of Lake where black bass by, starting with Pensive in Murray
'The West Kentucky Horse, concession stand.
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other and they rarely argue but
than that,"
from the show
(3). and Parish.
proceeds
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sponsor
and croppie catches are fair; 1944.
so
perature 65 to 68.
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"So
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what
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Barkley - All muddy except water six feet in timber; temits first horse show of the sea- will go to the WKHA to help
odd.
trophies starting to move up and down.
Little River where good black perature 64.
What does is the fact they've son for points at 2 p.m. Satur- buy the championship
"We're going to make you an
of the
Herrington: Rise of 28 feet
bass and bluegill catches are
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Roney to press conferences and thorization for guards and In- the entry of Personality and. Carnegie Phipps and her gran so Much, but as he puts it, nerNew York
Ph
I. .536
s
10
Philadelphia
• vocktail parties, and she at- structors for next year. They High Echelon. George Lewis. son, Ogden Mills Phipps. Ti , \ ously lighting up another cigrr ig4 7W
Montreal
tracted her share of attention.
West
with him are members of a famed hal :
even
about
rated
was
the
calling
by
to
volunteer
back
6 .7/7 16
t - "so we. can get
Cincinnati
Back in Michigan, Rosey may
Ws,
10
11 .06
Silent Screen had more fans, ing family.
Atlanta
work."
made a "social appearance" at chapter office."
Here are a dozen
•
10 .47.
Los Angeles

Heath Slips Past
Calloway County

Rising, Muddy Water Wipes
Out Fishing Across State

Sports
Parade

Horse Show Scheduled
Saturday At Reidland

Silent Screen Almost
Forgotten In Starters

Poor Rosey Must
Watch Derby on TV

Racing Draws
People In All
Walks Of Life

Standin s

Red Cross lifesaving

Nice Selection of New Cars
Used Cars Needed!
S.....

Sanders - Purdom

AMFeasy riders
are for mowing.
Notfor

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*

19
12 .455
S Francisco
14 .333
re
7
San Diego
SW
14 .333
7
Houston
2111Prodors Rewire
,
2
I, Chicago
Atlanta
at Los Angeles
Montreal
4, S Francisco 1
New York
postponed
St St Louis
Hesston
Odor clubs not scheduled
USW* Games
Houston meson 114) at St. Louis (Gibson 3-1). MgM
Chirps° (Decker 14) at Anent* (Mare 1-4). night
Pittsburgh (Ellis 24) at Cincinnati
(McGlothlin 1-2), night
Montreal (Morten 14) at Las Anglin
(Sutton 12). night
New York (Seaver 44) et Son Diego
(Santorini 1-3). night
Phliadeiptia (Bunning I-2) at San Prete
clue (Robselogn 62). night

Oaks'

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy
r "PL.'SSirs+r L I_ enisetir

4.
;

Nominee Scores

Michael G. Phipps' Gay Miswho scored an authorative
• ,so and a lialf-leng4 victocv in
Ashland -Stakes at Keeneis nominated for the Ken. .,.ky Oaks, May 1, at ChurchDowns. It Was the third
1,:iight win for the iniproving
riltighter of Sir Gaylord, who
apparently fancies the footing
er any kind of track.

other reasons why
you'll want one:

sere

• Rugged engines-4 forward speeds
and reverse. A speed for any chore
• Heavy gauge steel frame
• Convenient adjustable cutting height
• Trouble free austempered steel bladeup to 30"
• Draw-bar hitch for pull type attachments
• Automotive type differential won't tear up turf
• Convenient easy-view control panel
• Combination clutch and brake pedal
makes mowing safer
• Parking brake
• Power drive for hillside mowing
• Non-marring, pneumatic tires
• Optional electric starter
Ready to work when you are, AMF riding
, mowers are tough, versatile and safe.
They turn tight, maneuver easily, stop
securely and stand on end for storage.

Available in 3 sizes

Bonus
get- acdu &Med
otter from AMP
We're selling 1211
x 37" hiltrivy

gauge poly begs at
cost-25 for•dollar.
They're a big help
for Spring elean-up.
For weeds. For trmh.
For a million different chores.
See AMF Riding mowers at

AckgrrA

Stepping Stone Useful
The seven furlong Stepping

Se AY- 1

I, 111 0 1
.""ON ••••••••
00 b. Il•.•••
IV 0,

Stone has provided two Kentucky Derby winners in the past
15 years. Swaps won the first
running of the opening,day feature of the Churchill Downs
spring meeting as his final
Perby tuneup in 1955. Majestic
Prince followed his footsteps
last year.

E. BLANKENSHIP
of

Kentucky
602 Maple Street
Murray, Kentocir.
.
re

ROWER MOWERS

PAM FM
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Bazzell-Dick Engagement

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

FRIDAY -I MAY 1, INC

- -1 Earleene Warford

Phone 758-1917 or 753-4847

Honored At Tea At,,
Tesseneer Home

Miss Earleene Warlord,
13th bride-elect of Danny
Woods, was complimented wit.la<1
a lovely tea held at the horns
of Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer on Sat- '
urday, April 35.
The gracious hostesses were
Mrs. Tesseneer and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart.
Receiving the guests with the'
honoree were her mother,
Earl Warford, and her grand•
Saturday, May 2
mother, Mrs. Ben Hundley of
A gospel singing will be held
Jackson, Tenn.
For the occasion the honoree
at the Hardin Elementary
School at 7:30 p.m., sponsored
chose to wear a lavendar voile
by the Hardin Women's Soft
dress and her hostesses' gift
By Abigail Van Buren
ball team. The Smith Brothers
corsage was of white daisies.
Melody Notes, and Friendly
Mrs. Warlord wore a turquoise
DEAR ABBY: Please write something in your column
featured.
will
be
linen dress with a
Four
embroidery
weight.
lose
about people [usually women] who are trying to
•• •
white and yellow dai•
of
corsage
It is their business what they eat in their own homes, but
The Derby Day Dinner Dance
sies. Mrs. Hundley was attired
when they are at a friend's house for dinner or lunch, don't
will be held at the Calloway
in a light blue linen dress and
,,you think it's rude of them to pick at their food and to say,
County Country Club. Cost Is
her corsage was of pink dais"I'm sorry, I'm on a diet and can't eat very much." Or even
ten dollars per couple for memies.
flatly refuse to taste your dessert!
Refreshments were served
bers and guests. Col. and Mrs.
Gary Pugh are chairmen of the
When the hostess goes to a lot of trouble to make food
from the beautifully appointed
event. Make reservations b
dining room table overlaid witI.1":
attractive and tasty shouldn't the guest, out of courtesy to
May 1.
a satin cloth under turquoillt;,.
her, eat and enjoy it?
•••
net. Streamers extended fro*
People should diet at home! It's Ur a slap in the face
The First Methodist Unit
a suspended wedding bell to
when these picky dieters come to your table and spurn good
Methodist Church Teen Tow
nosegays of lavendar and white •
INDIGNANT
food.
will be open from eight to 1
flowers in silver goblets.
p.m. The band will be "Th
Mrs. Robert Miller, Sr., Mrs.
DEAR INDIGNANT: Lucky you! Apparently you don't
Plower Futrell, Mrs. Ray BrownBlue Mist". Chaperones will be
know hew hard it is to lose a few pounds.
Miss Rosetta Robertson
field, Miss Irene Futrell, and!,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Beshear.
When a dieter is Invited out, site should let her hostess
•••
Miss Brenda Richardson al
know that she is watching her calories. I would not feel
nated at serving at the re
Sunday, May 3
"Insulted" if a guest tried to stick to his diet at my table. I
ment table.
Homecoming will be held a
would help him instead, by serving fruit and cheese for
The register was kept by
the Temple Hill United Meth
Miss Shirley Jean Bazzell
dessert, and I wouldn't coax him to eat more than
Rosemary Recimola at the tab*
dist Church with preaching a
Photo)
(Tubbs
Studio
he wanted.
The April meeting of the overlaid with a white linen cloil9 .
11 a.m. Dinner will be serf
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Russell, Route One, Farmington, an- at noon ,followed by singing in
Murray Branch of the Ameri- with lavendar and wpite strea•
nounce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their the afteMoon. All quartets an
can Association of University men.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for two year4to a
A reception was given in ho- Women was
younger daughter, Shirley Jcarn, to Gary Lynn Dick, son of Mr. singers are invited to attetd.
held in the home
Also assisting in the cute?wonderful man, but something has come up which threatens
Miss
Rosetta
Robertson,
nor
of
• ••
of Mrs. Rolf E. P. King.
and Mrs. Clyde Dick, 955 -South Sixth Street, Mayfield.
was Miss Mary Dell
taming
in
KenGrand
Worthy
Advisor
our marriage.
Mrs. Inez Claxton conducted Warlord of Louisville, sister Of
Miss Bazzell graduated from Calloway County High School
A reception and open hou tucky of the International OrI have three children by a previous marriage. The
major
at
English-Spanish
sophomore
presently
a
a
short business meeting. Mrs. the honoree.
in 1968 and is
will be held at the Murray State der of the Rainbow for Girls, on
children's father has been sending support checks regularly
Fred Shepard read a paper,"ToMurray State University. She is employed part-time at Holland University School from two to
Sixty persons called during
o'Saturday,
April
25,
at
eight
since our divorce. He's never complained, but I know it has
Drug Company, Murray.
four p.m. All former students clock in the evening at the day's Responsibility to Future the afternoon hours of two-thir-.
been a terrible hardship on him because he is now married to
Graduating from Mayfield High School in 1967, Mr. Dick and graduates are urged to at- Masonic Hall by Murray Assem- Generations".
ty to four o'clock.
•••
a woman whose husband deserted her and her three children, Is now a junior at Murray State University with a major in ac- tend to. see the new facilities of bly No. 19 Order of the Lain- Delegates to the 40th annual
state convention held in Berea
counting. He is a part-time employee at George H. Reed and the school.
so he adopted her three, and is now supporting six children.
Girls.
bow
for
•••
April 17-18, Miss Pauline CampCompany Accounting in Mayfield.
My children and -their father have always had an
"love Makes The World Go
Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Boyd.,
bell and Miss Ruth Cole, gave
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Thursday, June
Monday, May 4
excellent relationship. Now my children see their father's
Around" was the theme of the
Route One, Murray, were recent ,
reports.
o'clock in the evening at the ColdwateroChurch
seven-thirty
11,
at
of
th
general
meeting
The
program including various skits
stepchildren at school and church, and they notice the
Mies Campbell gave a sum- guests at Rosedown Plantatios
of Christ building. Bro. John Hoover will officiate the ceremony. Murray Woman's Club will
given by the Assembly mem
disparity between their standards of living and that of their
mary of Mrs. Robert T. Morris- and Gardens in St. Francisville,
All friends and relatives of the bridal couple are invited held at six p.m. at the club hers.
father's adopted children, whom they like very much.
IA.
No attend the wedding and the reception to follow.
house. Make reservations by
Mrs. Kay Hale Doran, accom- on's talk on "Beleagured Wo•••
Abby, my present husband is very well to do, and he
men,
She
Can
chairSurvive",
department
and
May 1 with
doesn't need that support money from my "ex," but he says
Miss
Cole
told
panied by Mrs. Fred Keel, sang
about the Beman.
Mery Griffin of the CBS la
•••
be is not about to let him off the book.
"Love Makes The World Go rea modern progressive comm- night talk-entertainment se
It seems so wrong for us to continue to accept support
The Lottie Moon Group o Around" and "To Dream the unity school.
bearing his name will be host.
The May local meeting has presentation of the recordi
the First Baptist Church WM Impossible Dream".
checks from my "ex" who is struggling hard to make ends
will meet at the home of Mrs.. Many useful gifts were pre been changed to May,16 with industry's annual Gram
meet, when my children don't need it, and his adopted family
seated to the honoree. Miss the place to be announced later. Awards for the telecast of the
Calvin Morris at 7:30 p.m.
does.
• ••
•••
Tress McCord, worthy advisor,
event May 7. An NBC special.
My children and I have talked it over and want to put a
The Kathleen 'Jones Group o Introduced Miss Barbie Keel,
stop to the support checks, but my husband is determined to
WMS
Grand
Church
Christian
Flag Bearer in
the First Baptist
'*
lump collecting until the children are all of age. What can I
will meet at the home of Miss Kentucky, who acted as mistress
do, Abby?
WALKING A TIGHT ROPE
Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
of ceremonies.
•• •
About seventy-five Rainbow
The Coldwater United Me- girls, families, and friends atDEAR WALKING: Nothing. Your present husband for
The Murray State University
thodist Church WSCS will meet tended the special occasion.
reasoas el inseemity, probably resents your "ex" asd is deDames Club has just released
at the church at seven p.m.
to the Ledger di Times the wintermined to keep Idea is the hook for child support. Or be
•••
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
ners of their baby contest that
could be, frankly raesey-bungry. Beth are regrettable. but
•••
The executive board of the
was completed on Saturday,
there is nothing you can do about either, unless Ara perThe Flint Baptist Church April 25.
Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS
sistent hammering you ea. finally get thru to him. Keep
WMS
will
meet
at
the
church
at
church
at
the
7:30
meet
will
Winners in the baby catetrying.
at 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
gory were Shane Paschall, son
•••
•••
of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Paschall
The ladies day luncheon will of Alma Route One, first; JonTuesday, May 5
DEAR ABBY: That designing female who set up a
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- be served at the Oaks Country athan Poyner, son of Mr. and
candlelight and wine dinner to find out if that new muscle
der of the Rainbow for Girls Club at 12:15 p.m. Chairmen are Mrs. Dan Poyner of Hazel Route
man in the office was as good a lover as be appeared to be
will meet at the MaSonic Hall Edith Garrison and Mabel Rog- Two, second; Bradford King,
sure got what was coming to her. Nothing! Poor guy was
ers. Other hostesses are Milseven p.m.
at
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene King,
probably emasculated previously by another female before
dred Robertson, Carolyn Adams,
•••
1508 Belmonte Drive, Murray.
he was old enough to protect himself His mother.
Margaret
Blalock,
Martha
BowThe Goshen United Methodist
The winners in the toddler
BEEN THERE
Church WSCS will meet at the en, Maxine Scott, Ann Henry, category were Jerri Stallons,
Phayree Cook, Jo Ellison, Saunchurch at seven p.m.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
What's year problem? You'll feel better If you get it eff
dra Edwards, Myra Nanny, Mar
•• •
Stallons, 1400 Glendale Read,
garet
Titheell,
Rachel
Our chest. Write to ABBY, Be: eyes, Les Angeles, Cal.
Hendon
Society
of
The Women's
Murray; Anthony Cloys, son of
Carol
Munk,
and
Mary
Cathey
Mee. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Christian Service of the First
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Cloys of
•••
envelope.
United Methodist Church will
Murray Route One; and Latall
Thursday, May 7
meet at the social hall of the
Vanna Darnell, daughter of Mr.
A
dessert-card
party
will
be
Gene
Phone 753-2371
Mrs.
a.m.
9:30
at
church
Darnell
of
Larry
Dan
and
Mrs.
For Abby's booklet. "Hew Is Have a Lovely Wedding."
Lovins will be the guest speak- held by the Welcome Wagoc Farmington.
send SI to Abby. Sex 011705. Les Angeles. Cal. NNW.
Newcomers Club from 7:30 tc
er. The executive board will
Judges for the contest were
meet after., the program meet- 11:30 p.m, at the Student Union Mrs. Matt Sparkman and Dr.
Ballroom; MSU-Ticketi are ohA1te.'rO4OJL,TInI.niCleres.
4MN6iP.,-----.1%1119,347,77.PnTal" - thirr-07m o
- irfMe dicidifeir
Mrs. Thomas S. Keatoif -on display it the Lad &-raisat
from
club
members.
Mrs.
M.
D,
The Annie Armstrong Group
Shop.
11
and
Mrs.
Jack
Keene
Church
Mrs. W. J. Smith general
Miss Shirley Marie Reeder, Ind Mrs. Chester Reeder, Mrs. of the First Baptist
e chairmen.
chairman of -the contest, said
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Coleman Reciter, and Curtis WMS_Nill meet at the Murray
•• •
ConiZescent Home at seven Unusual dip
there were seventy-four entries
Reeder, 1404 Poplar Street, Hart.
in the contest, and the club
Murray, was married to Thomas
The couple left for Tampa,
sauce
mushroom
and
Wine
The Most Famous Basket
•••
S. Keaton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fla., April 11 for a week's
makes an unusual dip for hot hopes to make it an annual
In the Worlde
of
Department
Delta
The
event.
Thomas H. Keaton, 816 E. Fifth wedding trip. They will be makwill artichokes. The recipe makes
Street, Sandwich, Ill., on Thurs- ing their home in Murray until the Murray Woman's Club
enough sauce for 6 artichokes,
Mr. Keaton graduates from meet at the club house at 7:30 cooked in 2 to 3 inches of boilday, April 9.
EversHarold
Mrs.
with
p.m.
The ceremony was performed Murray State University in 1971.
meyer as the speaker. Hostesses ing water 35 to 45 minutes, or
•••
by Jimmy Vest, minister of the
be Mesdames Graves Sledd, until bases can be pierced easily
will
Church of Christ in Chasleston,
Rayburn, A. D. Butter- with a fork. Add 1/4 teaspoon
Nell
Joe
Mo., in his home at three-thirty Bacon and Cheese
worth. Mavis McCamish, Clin- of salt for each artichoke. The
o'clock in the afternoon.
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
Spark New Interest
ton Rowlett, and Miss Hazel sauce: blend in a saucepan 1
Miss Patsy Russell of Murray
(10 1/2-ounce) can of undiluted
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY_
Tarry.
was the bride's only attendant. In Beef Liver
•••
cream of mushroom' soup, 1/4
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone
Vance Drum of Kokomo, Ind.,
Discover a new dish for
753-3152
of dry white wine, 1/4 teaDepartment
of
cup
the
Kappa
The
was the best man.
the "favorite" list by serving
crushed,
The bride wore a street length tender slices of beef liver Murray Woman's Club will meet spoon of thyme leaves,
and
dress with a shoulder length smothered with crisp bacon at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. and a dash each of nutmeg
veil and a corsage of purple and melted cheese and sea- Hollis Miller will be the speak- coarsely ground pepper. Bring
er. Hostesses Are Mesdames to a boil, stirring constantly.
orchids.
soned with garlic salt. This is James Sullivan, Dale Cochran,
4 * *
Those attending the wedding one of those welcome
tasty James Edwin King, and Will D.
were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. recipes that has
Buddy Ebsen, who sails his
other attri- Thornton.
Keaton, Mrs. Clata Croft, grandboats in international'
• ••
butes, too. It's quick to premother of the groom, Mr. and
competition when he isn't
pare, packed with vitamins
6
May
Wednesday,
Mrs. Glenn Reeder, Vance
filming "Beverly Hillbillies"
and easy on the budget, points
Located at 4th and Olive Streets, Murray, Kentucky
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Drum, Miss Patsy Russell, Mr.
out Reba Staggs, home econo- Church WMS will meet at the episodes for CBS, has made, a
WILL SPONSOR
series of boating safety films for
mist for the National Live church at seven p.m.
white ana sne wore a wrist corthe U.S. Coast Guard, in which
•••
Stock and Meat Board.
sage of white roses.
he served during World War II.
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Miss Sally Orten, sister of the Liver and Bacon Fromage
Each Saturday Hight Between 7:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
bride, was her only attendant. 4 slices bacon
She wore a pink dress with
1 pound beef liver, sliced
accessories and a cor!/2 inch thick
You Name It and We Hope To Have HI
sage of white carnations.
Mott
Wayne
Terry
—
Mr. and Mrs.
AUCTIONEER: WAYNE WILSON
—
Gary Lee Mott served as best
3 tablespoons flour
Items to be sold at the Auction may be delivered to The
man for his brother.
The wedding of bliss Rebecce
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
'he son of Mr. and Mrs. KenDungeon during the following hours:
Hien and Terry Wayne Mott neth Mott, all of Murray.
1 µ teaspoon garlic salt
Tuesday
the
Industrial
ceremony
Rood
&
6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Main
Saturday,
Street
the
Following
on
solemnized
I.
vas
teaspoon pepper
Thursday
(Behind Adams' Welding)
5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.M.
couple left for a short wedding 1/4 cup shredded American
kpril 11, at the chapel of the
For her wedding the bride trip and are ....now at home in
Frirfay
5:00 p.m. t 7:30 p.m.
'lest United Methodist Church
IV
cheese
•
street length dress Murray
Saturday
Anytime After 3:00 p.m.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr, wore a white
bow in the
Panfry bacon until crisp.
Mrs Mott will graduate in
Anyone having anything to sell or any questions concernierformed the single ring cere- fashioned with a
veil
length
shofilder
School.
Her
Mas from Murray nigh
Remove from frying-pan,
nony in the presence of the front.
ing the Auction Contact Jim Heisler, Phone 153-911141.
was attached to a headpiece
&, graduate of Murray drain on absorbent paper and
mmediate families.
Also meet."Cbitttertrn" The Dungeon's parrot. The first
and
rhinestones
in
High School, is employed at break into small pieces
The bride is the daughter of trimmed
'person to get him to say his first word will get a prize!
accessories were Paschall Truck Lines.
Her
pearls
groom
the
and
Often
tIrs. Betty

Luncheon dates
on a diet

RE

Rosetta Robertson Murray Branch Of
Honored Saturday AAUW Holds meet
With Reception

PERSONALS

FOR

Miss Shirley Marie Reeder Exchanges

Wedding Vows With Thomas S. Keaton

Baby And Toddler
Contest Winners
Released By Club

be sure to call

4eTCOilarfOik
Linda A

Roht-PsioDtimassoipwAlligiOft
'Terry Aires Mott In Church Ceremony

PERRI

•

COLLEGE CLEANERS
AUCTION
The;Pungeon

WEEKLY AUCTIONS

—
GRAFIK ADVERTIZING

What Are We Selling?

NOW OPEN

I

753-8692

We Do All Types of Painted
. Signs and Custom Art

SYCAMOR

THE LEDGER & TIMES —M

PM=IFNI

RKAy

FRIDAY — MAY 1 1V70

KENTUCKY

LASS TER e McKINNEY
DATSUN
FIRST ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
FRIDAY 1 SATURDAY

MAY lst & 2nd

FAVORS
FOR THE KIDS

REFRESHMENTS

AO-

FREE
DOOR PRIZES

GIFTS
FOR THE LADIES

NIRO-DUC NG:
DATUMS NEWEST EMMY -Ckil

THE 240 Z-GT SPORTS CAR

THE 1-CAR
PERFORMANCE MAKES IT FUN

NEW CONCEPT... NEW DESIGN...
THE PERSONAL CAR

DAMN

DATSUN
The New Datsun 240-Z
6

Its a personal car built for American drivers. There's a six
cylinder overhead cam engine that delivers 150 HP...four wheel fully independent suspension, radial tires, power front
disc brakes. And the Z-Car is beautiful inside with fully
adjustable, foam-padded bucket seats and luxurious
appointments. There's a radio, tachometer, racing-type
steering wheel, too—everything f or a fresh, exciting adventure in personalized transportation.

It's in our showroom now.

"COME IN AND SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF NEW DATSUN AUTOMOBILES"
SYCAMORE STREET

4

MURRAY KY

PHONE 1531114
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Home as investment
comparesfavorably
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-A
10-year study or home prices
in San Francisco shows they increased at an average rate of 7.5
per cent, compounded annually,
That is a pretty good rate of
return on an investment which
you are using all the while
besides.
The average market price for
the single-family dwellings went
up from 815,383 in 1958 to
$29,416 in 1967, according to a
massive study by Leonard P.
Vidger, a professor at San Francisco State College.
The increase in value of the
average home varied from
11,0E0 in the poorest year
(1966) to $2,417 in the best
year (1964). The rate varied
from 6.3 per cent in 1960 to
1Dmiager
.3 per ceputas
ntin 4
1964
d.
his

Guide To Mexican Food
Do Mexican food names puzzle you? Here's an
oversimptified explanation for some of the favorite
ones.
Tortilla - a very thin cake made from cornmeal and water mix.
Enchilada - a filled tortilla, (often filled with
chili) then rolled and baked.
Taco - a small tortilla usually filled, folded and
fried.
Tostada-a tortilla that has been fried crisp.
Chili Rellanos-stuffed peppers.
Frijoles - beans.
Guacamole - avocado sauce, also used for a
salad an4 a dip.•

and found, for example. that the population size had
no relation to the price of housing. This was explained by the
fact that there is no more room
for population increase in this
city.
The increases correlated well
with increases in building costs
and.consumer price indexes.
Taking all things into consideration, in the professor's
opinion, investment in a home
Niar as good as investment in
almost anything else.
iranCi8C0

DON'T
FORGET

Intercom
back talk

GAS CHAMBER -- Robert K.
Beausoleil, 22, doesn't look
very upset as he leaves court
in Los Angeles after . being
sentenced to die in the gas
chamber, He was convicted
in the murder of Gary Hinman, 34, a musician who had
befriended Charles Manson,
leader of the "Manson Family" hippie cult, The Hinman
killing is believed to be one
of eight slayings involving
Manson and followers,

Bedroom, like bed,
becoming King size

FREE

THE

GRAND

findi
CINCINNATI(UPI)-The last
tin
h g off'd--Mtpect iirtack tidk
California
Real
the
Estate
in
THE ESTABLISHMENT is represented by a pig's head on this casket being caned by demonfront a home intercom-hut this
Magazine.
strators painted half black, half white at Ohio State University in Columbus. They protest
can
happen to your family now,
He said the increase in home
presence "of war profiteers" on the campus.
value, of course, is owing to in- andA it could come in handy.
new system designed by
creased demand for houses, and
varies according to the demand NuTone-Scovill here includes
room once •again came into its
and the availability of mortgage a cassette player-recorder that
doubles as a family message
own.
The kitchen was next on the money.
center. If you have to leave
Vidget correlated his data the house and want to leave
agenda. The efficiency was out;
with other statistics about San instructions for Junior when he
the family kitchen in.
And now, according 'to Sally
returns from school, you just
Ames of the Spring Air Mattress Mexican travel to US.
record it on the cassette through
revolution" in housing got under Co., Chicago, 'buildem are putthe master speaker and turn on
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS way, with living rooms coming ting major emphasis ,I$n bedMEXICO CITY (UPI)-Ame; the message light.
Among the season's new britravel
sources
report
kan
„NEW YORK (UPI)-Queen in for initial attention. Then, rooms-in terms of size as well
When Junior walks in and dal gowns is one with a new
364,844 Mexicans traveled as sees the light, he turns on
King size is the rule these with a general trend toward as number."
the length, introduced by Pricilla
"For all practical purposes, tourists or on business to the playback and hears in your of Boston. The designer relays in bedding and builders more formal entertaining, the
tow are beginning to offer bed- postwar dining "L" or area was the two.bedroom home no long- United States in the first five strictest voice not to spoil his fuses to tag it with the name
,
jL months of 1969. That was a appetite for dinner and not to midi but it seems to fit that
incorporated iht,to the living er is being built," she sa
oems to suit.
te dining Ihreebedrooms are a minimum' 92.1 per cent increase over the forget his dentist date.
In the mid 150s the luxury room, and the se
description, being 12 inches
today, and more and mofr corresponding period of 1968.
Of course, he can tell you from the floor. The new length
what he thioks about all this- is suggested for small informal
homes Offer four, l*Kysind six
European highways have no and not be around when you weddings. The look for the
bedrooms.
-//
speed limits.
traditional bride still is long.
hear it.
, homes built
NaltiOss-Qf the'
111
country have had larger Bedrooms than those in the west
and southwest. And according
to a recent survey of the nation's
home and apartment builders
this still holds true. However,
vest and southwest,
even in t&Tthe survey tells us bedrooms are
getting bigger."
Master bedroom
Miss Ames, sleep design conHEY JUDE/THE BEATLES: Great
Beatles hilt. on album for the first
sultant to Spring Air, reports
time, including Hey Jude; Can't
the most significant
one of
Buy Me Love; Paperback Writer;
Rain: Lady Madonna. Ballad of
trends- is--the- emergence of the
Jbtin and Yoko; and more! All in
master bedroom suite. This constereo
sists of an oversize bedroom,
large dressing room and adjoining private bath. Previously limited to custom homes, such
4
1 ;711BEATLES!
suites now are common in the
merchant-built tract home.
Nationally, the study revealed
the average size of the master
bedroom in best selling home
GOING WEST BY EASY STAGES--Unable to make a go of it
models currently amounts to
In the Norwalk, Ohio, area, the Russell Oliver family is on
more than 187 square feet,
the way west in this covered wagon drawn by two draft

MURRAY 011111110YLIIII
CHURCH
WOW Ran lira A Mai
.111ble School
Be
10:
Harries
Wvaniee Service
7:
UNITED PENTACOSI
COUBL11
New Concord on Hwy.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:
Evening Worship
7:
SPRING CREEK BAPT

REFRESHMENTS

Morning Worship .... 11:0
Training Union . .... 7:0
Evening Worship .... 8:0i

Nonvtrunx BATTU!
Worship &levies
11:
Evening Service
7:

OPENING

SINKING IIIPR/11011 BAP
CHUIECH
Morning Worship
'T•rarning Union .
Evening Worship

Morning Woranip
Ky.,In, Wevrinhin

SAT., MAY 2nd
10 A.M. -4 P.M.

HARRISON'S FARM CENTER
Ph. 498-8321

Worship Hour
Evening Service

Hazel, Ky.

Livestock and poultrymen and their families are Mena

PURINA
CHOWS

POPLAft STRINGS RAP",

oNtiaca

••1111 1111

Routs I - Potterto•rn
store:no Worship
11:
Training Union
7:
Evening Aorghip
4:1

XT. PLEASANT C011171ER
PRZSIBYTER1AN CHU'
Morning Worship
11:
thindav Night Barrio: .. 7:

WATXAN CHAPEL
A.ILE. CHURCH
US East Malberrg Str
Worship Berries
Evening Worship • •

NET JUDE',
Tie Nina

Come To

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
LAKE CATFISH
KY.
* FRESH
STEAKS
* COUNTRY HAMS AND
Private Dining Room
6 a.m., to 10 p.m.
7.

J.

(Call For Reservations)
7 Daysa Week

q.GALLIMORE

7

11:
7:1

ORSON earns: cal
South Ninth Savo

aisosseg Werebta • • • 10:4
Worship liorvios

----

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

101
7:01

HAZEL BAkTILY CHU/
S. R. Wbsehest.e. sego
Si °rialto
11:0
Training ijoion ... .• 4:3
Evening N.,urging ..• • 7:1

'Tour New Purina Dealer"
MIME

it;
7'

FIRST CHRISTIAN Cat
Ill N. Fifth Street

HEYJUDE.,MIE BEATLE

equivalent to a 12 by 15-foot
room. Even the new apartments
are featuring bedrooms of this
size.
This same trend to more
space also is teen in other bed
rooms. Just a few years ago,
Miss Ames noted, a 9 x 11 foot
bedroom, big enough to hold
one Twin-sue bed and a chest
of drawers, was commonplace
in new homes. Today, secondary bedrooms are 11 x 11 feet
or larger, big enough for twin
beds or a standard double bed,
plus dresser and chest.
In the more luxurious master
bedrooms, a 60 inch Queen or
even a 76-inch King, pize bed
will fit easilj with room left for
a conift4abk...leatiug_anangemint along -• with die•itsual
dressy, chests and such.
Among other luxury touches
builders are including in hedroorni are His and Her closets,
lavatories, and even woodburn-'
ing fireplaces. Where climate
permits, builders also are including sliding glass walls leading to
private patios and sun decks.
No longer is the bedroom a
sp
cell. With room to spare
you cirri-le-Ake it what you willsitting room, study, home office.
or just luxurious sleeping
quarters.

. 11:f
8:1
7

OAK GROVE CUMBER
PRESBYTERIAN CHO

.4

horses-with 414 cash and a 30-day supply of food. "When I
get low on food and feed, I'll stop and work," Mid Oltver
from- his high perch on U.S. 20.

.
.

BLOOD RIVXR

Highway 444, New Conco
=1. Worship

LA :0

COME'
AND

Stokes Tractor •
*BEATLEMANIA may be
temporarily controlled by the
following STEREO L.P.'S,

Industrial Road

Pauge3;f

"Ws Mager
Free Delivery en 0
Try Our Delicieus I
Sycamore at 12th

AS LOW AS....
Now
®HEY JUDE, List 5.98
1. MEET THE BEATLES, List 4.98
2. THE BEATLES SECOND ALBUM, List 4.98

Mack I
2.99

Aultierbed Meretary 0
• Fiberglass and AIM
_
-1r•tiii4
(260=Il
1
lt

219

"lb•W_•

4. BEATLES'65 List 4.98
S. THE EARLY BEATLES, List 4.98
6. BEATLES VI, List 4.98
, •
7. RUBBER SOUL, List 4.98
S. YESTERDAY AND TODAY, List 4.98
9. REVOLVER, List 4.98
•
I0:-PLAST1C 0140 BAND, List 5.98
11. SGT. PEPPER, List 5.98
12. MAGICAIANSTERY TOUR, List 5.98
13. HELP!, List 5.98
14. A`BBEY ROAD, List 6.98
15. THE BEATLES, List 11.98

2./9
2.41

2.99
2.90
2.99
2.99
3.99
3.99

The Hitch

See Mil Old I
Ifrik Mlle West cd
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Har
cb•cr„,

Claude
Plumbing, Heating

3.99

Commercial and Resta
Repairs 4 Installing
SW N. 4th

3.44
7.1111

WIMP

Holiday

Featuring Freak Ky. Lal
Open All Year Aurora, Ky.

41411111111Mh.,
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

,

ye lend money to farmers and ranchers.
-Nobody else And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do They decide who is really going
to run Our operation
It's a great arrangement. We end up
rig owned and operated by the people
o need - and use --our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
y.A C
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medic al hills, educational expenses.
-3 And we know how to
tailor repayment pro-V grams to their production and intome.
VI‘''
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year -with a seasoned money .
vro:"the man at PCA

10.

8.

blit

Tom's Pi

n

Jackson Purchase Production
-Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
'Phone
305 North 4th Street

753 5602

Murray A

Rebuilt Engines 4 Ti
Repaired - A Camp'
105 Maple Street

•

Rep,
WEIGHS JUSTICE
Emanuel ('elle, I) - N.Y ,
chairman of the House, Judiciary Committee, is shown
in. his Washington office •
after .becoming head of a
five-man panel to invzstigatey
charges that !supreme Court
Justice William .0. Douglgs
shoccitel he impeached. '

ALL AVAILABLE ON 8 TRACK AND CASSETTES
9-9 _ _ _
.1 -6

Mon.-Sat.
Sunday

LIPIOI IT Mt fEITERS,

Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
-7-53-8304

Poo

•

The nest Piz

Lassiter )
Nitta 12116 Sired
rer-Y.

47,r
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LEDGER

THE

TIMES

—

MURRAY,

FRIDAY - MAY 1. 1V70

KENTUCKY

NORTH FLRASANT 011•1111
CUMISHISLAXD PRZOMITTMCHURCH
10:00 a.m.
loaday 1146001
11:00 iLia.
iforabg Wormou

414115*3I 101TIMIDIST
OMMICHI
mblem
....
..MOM aail, Fourth Suadayn:
illsoday snood .... moo
1:00
Meal* Ilsavbs
sung snout
ISIEPHODIST CHURCH
Fiat and Third libieber:
3:45 e.m.
Womb. Marvin

andE

VIDE vou ro MIS CHURCH
MIDIDAT ossomos
mass rsOis owsou
os mane
billYROM
•
m
as
WOW
1eiss a.re.
Weeatde
libeb
Tie pm.
HIlda 1111DMI
GOO am.
*VC
946 Si"
WINO* HMIS*
101411 am.
ST. MO CATHOLIC CHURCH
MywabeServO.
401 N. 110. Street
Om.
as,. leaulas Mabbirly.
UNMOOR'PIINTAMIITAL
Sunday )lamas:
Ani..11.am arid
CHUlaull
440 pm.
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COME
badge Saab
10:00 a.m.
1101/11411)111T CHURCH
Ilkossdarg Wangle
11:00 Am
Ii.11•144. Pargar
nvesites We
7:00 p.m.
Fiat swear
MPRIMO CIIMia.BAPTIST
Churdi bilbool
10:0*
meting WEIRD .... 11:00 alb Irwelit, bribe
11:04
bombe
•Unloa .... 1:00 pos.
numbs&
.... COO P.m.
morns oleos morns:
NOSTIMINIIMPTIST
ISMS AM.
0:110 pm.
Wasahle IRMO
11:44 ado. T▪ raining CMGs
Huming Sombio
7:00 p.m.
MNISIONART
RAPT/ST CHURCH
russixo orsuroo boron:
Moraine Worship
MUM=
11:00 am.
Troildng Mies
0:10
brogue Worlhip
Morals, Ilbobb ••• • 11:00
7:10 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
Training Union
Zusning Worship
7:30 gm
MIST roan BAPTIST
OAR 011OVE CUMMOILliND
PHIMSETZEIM CHURCH
Horning Warble
itventnr Won**

Homing Worship

11:01/ am.
7.11111 pat

FM? CHRISTIAN 01112110II
111 N. Fifth Street
Worship Hour
bromine levies

1 ;0:

Moraine Worship

•

%arable
11:00 a.m. Sanday School
Training Mum
Prescribe
•• 1:80
Hvallist Ikorsitip ..•• 7:10 o.ni.

We depend on soil for just about

to retain
i its perpetual productiveness.
But man has upset its natural balance
with tools and fire and set in motion
damaging erosion. Americans are guilty,
and that's what we've get to stop.
Jeremiah said, and let us say with him, . .
"the whole land is made desolate, because
no man layeth it to his heart." Then grieved
Jeremiah said, "They have sown wheat, but

o
-(

Newspaper Features Syndicate
is. DI - Fort worth, Tess,

CHURCH

11T. PLBASANT CIIMMIRLAND
South 10th sad Glendale Read
PIMBIBTTURIAN CRUZ( II
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. %orshin Service • • 11:00 Am.
landau Night !orrice .. 7:00 pm Sunday night
. 7:10 p.m.

Worship Service

Evening Worship • • •

ORACH BAPTIST CHURCH

South Ninth Strout

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

..7:04

BLOOD =VHS BAPTIST
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

CHRISTIAN SMIRCH

1111111•ICHS

11:00 a.m
:10 p.m

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday School •

10:00 a.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11:00 a.m.
7:11 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
01
,CHRIST
Sfurray-Pottertown Road
Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
1:10 atis
Evening Worship

CHURCH
a Syconsore
1:00 p.m.
School
isheath

MIS= CORNER RAPTI*?

CHURCH
Sunday School

2:00 p.m.

Worship Seiv
-109-77,-:-

UNION us6Va enunclit-- --Marrapg Worship
OF CHRIST
Waldo& Tlotahle
Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Service
PLHASANT TALL=
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
1:10 p.m.
CHURCH

Road
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10 a.m.
11. a.m.
7 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship ..... 10:90 a.m.

Shady Oaks

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H.Churchill Funeral Home
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
34 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
Phone 753-4612
311 No. 4th Street

Phone 753-1319

10:40 a.m.
6:00 p.m

Worship Service:
11:00 sin. & 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST

cooditirtation
for geed. Every man,
wornan end child needs
lit. influence of the
church. 5e, co,.,.le
05 90 into th• house
of the lord. let us
support her program
of s•rvicit to humanity, be•feithhol worker,• deity bible reader end attend services
regularly

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
Industrial Road

MARTINS CHAP= UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m
10:00 a.m.
Chunk School

METHODIST CHURCH

Yes hilbs Chord
The Cliwdi le Yes

Oeiegge R. isaluisera

Maseey-Fergusen Sales & Service

1:10 a.m.

Worship Service

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
...a... 10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 0.211
..
Morning Worship
II:10 0.m.
=ening Worship
lEIRICSEY UNITZD

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS=
107 North Fourth Street

11:00 14, BS.
40
5:=
'',77-4101-11%

METHODIST CHURCH
(lormarly New Repo and
1=106140 Springs Churches)
Church School
10:40 a.m.

100
:30 a.m.
10,

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CRUNCH
Marks IL sa•nost. Pastor
Church School
1:30 a.m.
Service of Worship..... 11:00 a.m.

Hamm Warble •• • I0:41 Alm
Worship Barrios

SAINTS
Moitass MN in the whit. chapel
GOOD IREPHERD UNIT=

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.

OF CHRIST
104 North 15th Street
ie
Mv
isern
mn
ing
g w
Wo
gri
rvhhl:

BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday School
111:00 Ani
Wirmidp 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m
TUB CHURCH OF MOMS
CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY

Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
10:00 am.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 am. Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Stmday
1:10 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

..TNIVERSITT careen

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

HEW CONCORD
CHURCH Or CHRIST
Bibb Names
10:1111 am.
Worship k Proachbur • 10:50
Illveareg Worship
• 7:00 Pall•
ULK 011101•10

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

. HAMAN CILAPRI.
A.11.11. CHURCH
IN =at Malawi", -IIIr404

CHRIST

MranIng Wordily .. 11:00 asa.

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth &Ed Memo Stripes'
Morning Worship,
3:41 & 10:10 am.
HIRRSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:10 p.m.
Ironing Worship
MEMORIAL SAPTIST EIURCH
Hale Street al lath
0:40 a.ns
Sunday School
1040 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship:
6:10 p.m.
(Sept.-March)
7:10 p.m.
(April-Aug.)

This Earth Is His.

1111

Forza& SPRINOS HAPTIST
MRS? BAPTIST Cuenca
01112HOR
ROM
- Potherb:ma
Morning Worship
'10:44.
Evening
Worship
7:10 P.m
a.m.
11:00
Movable Worship
7:00 p.m.
Trabling Union
=HST
Evening R orship ...
u.m.
AINIMINIBLY
OF
ROD
:10

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

7/

arja30 War

Mobile Homes Court
Mayfield

Highway 121

Phone 753-5209

IMF

Plitileili NA Akita

Holiday Inn

"Ws Finger Min' Geed"
Free Delivery on Orders el MSS or More
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
Call In Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Phone 753-5996
US. Hwy. 641 South

-••
.
1

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

StiliAlleei

Carroll Tire Service

Buildings

Boone's Incorporated

Your UM-Royal Tire Dealer
The Cleaner That's Interested In You

621 So. 4th

Phone

753-1675

1105 Pogue - }Block E. of S 12th - Phone 753-1499

.

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine -'-

Mack & Mack

Authorized Mercury *Hissed Motors Dealer
.
' Fiberglass end Aluminum Beet Repair
Your Johnsen Meters theaMr.,
,
iapueuel ‘
,„ ,,,,,,,A0,.....,,,eitorsentics...,camookiit gamine
- lel".WCVWDFIr4/
Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734
at
04k.
'
— Iti;*A4‘atiZstm 474-23114

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Murray Livestock Company
Storey's Food Giant

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 7S3-5334

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
,Simcial_Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over
'A Week Prom-1-ri--t t.8=-••=07,-- •-*
-;*Fr it l'
Ph. 474-2259' Aurora Rd. on Hwy 68

Rob4
4 YounIt
lirti.V.

See Thi OW ColifiY store
/
1
2 Mile West al Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin, Ky. — Ph. 4C-2266

Famous Fish Dinners
On Hwy. OS at Aurora

Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 7534446
Five Points

Phone 474-2202

Grecian Steak House

Claude Vaughn

.'

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Sl•aks - awns - &Weed Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Meek
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 7534419

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Cononorcioi one Residential - Sales & Service

Repairs & installation — Des & Sower
Phone 753410
501 N. 4th

,

Holiday Restaurant
Featuring
ng Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Bar41142 Ribs
Open All Year — CM tin. to 9:119 p.m.
Phone 474-22211 '
Aurora. Ky.

A Friend
1

,

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
service

Murray Auto Parts

Rebuilt Engines & TronsrniSsions - Radiators
Repaired - A C.emplete Parts Dopertmeat
Phone 753-4424
W5 Maple Street

Lifetime Muffler installation & Service
Tailpipes Made to Order ter Con and Beats
Phone 7534119
North 4th Street
-

Irene Ray - Owner
"Your Cminplete Beauty Service"
Flowers for All Occasions
Member%Violets
Wigs- Falls
F.T.D.
502 N. 4th Si.
753-3251
104 N. 15th (across from Adm. Bldg.) - 753-3344

•'

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Roberts Realty

Bowling Al is lest - Fine Food

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts

1415 Main Street

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding

West Side Beauty Shop

Shirley Florist

.y .
i

\

•
.
Phone 753-7724
518 W. Main
• .•
Residential - Commercial- Pomo - Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing
lin

i

•

klotors
Cain & Trees Mullin Sales

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Phone 753-1651 - 505

Phone 753-2202

... .
Palace Drive-In

Hugh Adams Owner
Portable Service - Custom Wrought iron
Fabrication and Repair
Phone 753-1378
Main & Industrial Road

14-.a. •.,t,'.:'9',17",,,ii•

....

- _.lietnuri K. Ellis

ooditif'7.-Lm 17w.4koung ''

41

The Hitching Post

Five Points

W. Main •

Nite 753-3924

Daniel Boone Chicken 'N Beef
Fish - Shrimp - Favorites In Pies
Drive-In WIndevi & Carry Out Service
Del. Orders
Chestnut St. (next to Capri) - Call in to 753-4334

Phone 753-7992

.

Warehouse Corp.Inc.G
r.urray
M

AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used

Hendon's Service Station

..

Closed On Sunday
Phillips id Products

Grain Division
. E. W. Outland. Supt.
Holmes Ellis. Mgr. .
.......
..
Phone
.

Gii_ G
753 2965

Homr

PH

HOPSON

No. 4th Stteet

436-h000

Phone 753-1921

•

Southside Restaurant .

Tom's Pizza Palace

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Lunches Deily - Bouquet Room Facilities
fee Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetiogs
753-3IM
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Put.
The Bost Pius In Kentucky

Lassiter Auto Sales
,•
North 12th Street

Phone 753-2221

Colonial House Smorgasbomd
.

0.1”

Eh •Poplar

simareencz OF

Woratifp Service

shall reap thorns."
Oh, God, let us be good Stewards
of His Precious Soil, for, surely

10:00 La.
11:00 a.m.

4'A K

10:41 am

1:41 am.
Worship Hour .... 10:40 am

CIONITN171 STRAIT
cb111.11ACLIB
& Chestnut
10:00 AIL
Sunday School
11:00 A.M.
Horning %buddy
7:10 P.M.
Evening Worship
UNITHD PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
110 Irwin Ave.
10 A.M.
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship .. 1 P.M.
EMT MURRAY CHURCH
OT CHRIST
Wrath lilth Street
Ude am
Saab Wersale
Sunday Warble --- SOO p.m.

it constantly changes through weathering

7:00 p.m.

aillunday:

CHURCH or JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTHR-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 15th and Sycamore
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School

everything. Aithough a mixture of dead
plants, animals, rocks and other forms of life,

it:00 a.m.

in ill•rice . .
Figet
linedue tubed ....

.Holy Communion Baull_Thlrd
Sunday at 10:34)

he soil is God's priceiess-gift-tornen.
It is.a tangable gift neither plant,
animal nor man can live without.

LURERITY CUMBRALAND
PRZSBETRIMAN

swum soimax causes
H. R. Wineharter. mosso

ST. JOHN'S NPISCOPAL
CHURCH
Main & broach Streets
School
Sunday
10:80 DAL
Morning Worship

9r

•

LOCUST 01011Z
CHURCH Or TIM NAZAIIIINS
Kirksoy. Emitualty
sunday Night Service

10:10 a.m.
TAD D•FIL

hid
‘s11115
the

11:00 am.
5:00 p.m.
1:10 pm.

Testate, _Vane
Evening Warship

imossar onuses or
Tun ItalARBER
Beaday fiehosi_ , . 10:41 SRL
South lath and Plainview
room..ammuir:
10:00 sae. /Mad andbehold .... 10:04 a.m.
Sunday SchOol
11:00 am. 1111001117 Service
Morning Wend*
11:00 a.m.
womb*
ousrus sea
CHURCH
mum MEMORISE
COME CAMP OROOND
Thlrd Sundays at 11 am.
First all:
31111110DiST CHURCH
Pyssohhi
beer, Lades,. paiiier
as,.
as anir:4th Sundays at 0:10 a.m. was
CHAPEL
BUSSILLII
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
a.m.
illilbudar
Preaching:
Third smours 1:10 LPL
Pi
Ilibid
lIvaillay:
Preaching:
a
ismay
tagilliW
8
111
illeal4.44
67
.7r1:plips••••••:.••• 1110
,0t1::::"
00:smi.
:
Rid and 4th Sundays at 11 am.

A Choke Selection of Relishes- Salads
Moats - Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753 2700

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc. ,"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
P1-tine 753-1933
Murray. Ky

Indoor Comfort Center
.
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
Phone 753-4832
8th at Chettnut

,..

,
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Weeks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

A Complete Line ef.Greceries
The IWO In Fresh Meets
202

_

u.
4

753-3540

Alexander's Help Yourself Store

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Night 753-3.548
Day 753-5862

' Frwite 753 4112

Phone

,

Main Street

Phone 753 5652

1
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NBC To Begin New Series On Ecology Sunday

and old crafts- coverage of the Houston Chamof 'Die Great Red Apes," narrates as young
By JACK GAYER
has "Phil Harris Presents Bob- two
parts of the coun- pions International Golf Tourney.
various
in
men
in
orangutans
(c)
with
Where
11:30 Who, What or
NEW YORK (UPI)-The NBC bie Gentry," second of two pro- dealing
SUNDAY
"ABC's Wide World of Sports"
try are interviewed.
television network begins on grams starring Harris and the Borneo.
5:00 Frank McGee Report (c) 11:55 Nees(c)
Night "The CBS Friday Night Mov- has live coverage of the Rebel
Thursday
CBS
"The
new
a
Sunday
Bernadette
(c)
series,
"In Whit* anger. Roy Clark,
12:00 Noon Show
5:30 College Bowl
7:05 Farm Digest(c)
1967's ies" screens 1964's "The Crook- "400" stock car race from Dar1:00 Days Of Our Lives (c) We Live," devoted to ecological peters and John Hartford also Movies" at 9 screens Apple"
6:00 Dateline Today
7:15 Washington Report(c)
ed Road," starring Robert Ryan lington. S. C.
The
of
Bites
"Three
problems.
1:30 Doctors(c)
6:30 World Of Disney(c)
7:30 Day Of Discovery (c)
ppear.
and Stewart Granger in a tale
McCallum.
2:00 Another World-Bay City(c) 'Other special items on NBC Guest on "The Johnny Cash starring David
7:30 Bill Cosby(c)
8:00 Gospel Country (c)
of foreign intrigue in the Sal- NBC preempts Andy Williams'
the
during the weak ler-Lade a glow" for ABC are merle Hag- "The Best of Record:
2:30 To Tell The Truth (c)
8:30 Movie 'Cast a Long
8:00 Hcsanza(c)
prehour at 7:30 for a special, -Harshow"
Awards
Grammy
Somermoon
a
about
World
drarna
geologist, gard, Charlie Pride, and Brenda
3:00 Another
Shadow'
9:00 Bold Ones(c)
SATURDAY
on
per Valley U. S. A., a countryhour
Martin's
Dean
empts
set(c)
the recording industry's annual Lee.
10:00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
10:00 This Is The Life(c)
league baseball flavored musical comedy.
major
NBC's
Grammy Awards, a musical -The Engelbert Humperdinck NBC.
3:30 Lost In Space(c)
10:30 Johnny Carson Cc)
10:30 Herald Of Truth (c)
game at 2 p.m. features San "NBC Saturday Night at the
FRIDAY
4:30 16th Ave., South(c)
starring singer Jeannie C. Riley show," on ABC offers Shirley
11:00 Community Worship (c)
Francisco and the New York Movies" rescreens 1968's -CounCome
MONDAY
ABC preempts "Here
5:25 Weather (c)
and a documentary on moun- Bassey, Vince Edwards, Stiller
11:30 Insight(c)
Meta except in those two cities, terpoint," starring Charlton Hesdocumentary
a
for
Brides"
The
(c)
News
climbers
tain
5:30
12:00 Meet The Press(c)
and Neara and Kenny Ball and
6:00 Morning Show (c)
which will get a backup game. ton and Maximilian Schell in a
Hands
These
"With
(c)
Sports
special,
8:00 News. Weather.
ABC offers a golf tourney and his jazz outfit.
12:30 Frontiers of Faith
7:00 Today(c)
CBS has a game of the Amer- World War II suspense drama
American
the
The Rebrith of
6:30 hlv World & Welcome
mat objects on Sunday, and a
1:00 Wild Kingdom
THURSDAY
900 It Takes Two(c)
Basketball Association play- about an American conductor
ican
Wayne
David
7:00 Laugh-1n (c)
special about handcrafts on Fri- ABC's "Animal World" has part Craftsman." Star
1:30 Movie 'Bachelor Party'
9:25 News(c)
offs at 2.
and a music-loving German GenGallaharr
md
•
day.
Movie
8:00
3:00 He's Got The Whole
930 Concentration(c)
an hour to live eral.
devotes
ABC
(c)
Sports
Weather,
News,
Highlight details May 3-9:
World
0:00 Sale Of The Century (c) 10:00
SUNDAY
10:30 Johnny Carson(c)
4:00 The Loyal Opposition
10:$0 Hollywood Squares Cc)
12:00 A :s(c)
ABC's "Issues and Answers"
4:30 In Which Wive
1 *00 Jeopardy (c)
has a filmed interview with
MR. FARMER:
King Hussein of Jordan.
WS1X-TV
WLAC-TV
NSM-TV
PLANTING QUALITY SEED
Channel t
Chantal I
CBS carries a Stanley Cup
channel 4
gag To Rome With 1-4Te 14 12.00 News(c)
playoff game.:-•
EVENING
PROGRAMS
FRIDAY
SUNDAY
IT PAYS!
DOESN'T COST
12:05 Singing Convention Cc)
"He's Got the Whole World"
7:00 Ed Sullivan (c)
Sports
wtnr.;
.00
News.
News:
Swots
Sots
Wthris
VPIttir
News:
(c)
(c)
Thins
6:30 Sunrise Semester
12:30 As The World
•30 The High ChaparralGet Smart
is an original drama special on
Ti,. Flying Nun
8:00 Glen Campbell
7:00 Tom & Jerry (c)
1:00 Many-Splend)red Thing (c) NBC. Anthony George plays a
:00 The High ataparralThe Tint Conway Show The Brady Bunch
/
9:00 Mission: impossible(c)
The Ghost I. Mrs. Muli
:30 Name of Me Game HogwVil HerOes
•
Light(c)
7:30 Batman
geologist on the moon who chal10:00 News, Weather, Sports(c) 1:30 Guiding
Love, American Style
Name Of the Game Moyle:
Love, American StYle
:30 Name of the Game "Psycho"
8 :00
2:00 Secret Storm (c)
8:00 Carl Tipton (c)
lenges the people back home to
10:30 World Of Sports(c)
NBA Championship:
Movie
Nashville
Music
:03
Cc)
Night
(c)
2:30 Edge Of
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee
prove to him that the Earth is
LA Lakers
Movie
9 :30 Del Reeves
10:35 Mery Griffin(c)
3:00 Gomer Pyle, USMC(c)
NY Knicks vs.
9f30 Look Up & Live
:00 Newt WItir.; SOS. Notre: Star.; &Sorts
a planet worth returning to.
Basketball
Perry Mason
Show
Tonight
The
:JO
10
3:30 Gilligan's Island(e)
10:00 Faith For Today (c)
A half-hour special on NBC is
o_t_i
.1
.
Soo°
Yillsr
News:
Perry
Show
Mason
Tonight
The
:00
2
(c)
Answer
Movie:
McCall'
Mason
The
Perry
Show
Tonisiht
'Cash
Is
The
:30
This
Movie
4:00
11
10:30
"The Loyal Opposition," a
Seoternber"
"Mome
Perry
Mason
Avengers
The
:00
Living
For
11:00 Pattern
study of the Democratic Party's
Movie
5:25 Weather (c)
12 :SO The Avengers Movie:
5:45 Country Journal(c)
4:30 Face The Nation(c)
present situation.
Movie
"Inferno"
5:30 News (c)
(c)
News
6:00
mnvie
1 :1
12:00 Prince of Peace
8:00 News, Weather, Sports (c) Edwin Newman is host for
(c)
Hess
Jake
6:30
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
12:30 Make Room for Daddy
NBC's new half-hour series on
6:30 Gunsmoke Cc)
8:55 Morning Watch (c)
:IN
1:00 Stanley Cup-Hockey (c)
(c)
ecology.
Lucy
Here's
Samson
7:30
Sunrise Semester
Farm
(c)
Agr;
Kangaroo
:30
6
8:00 Captain
Adventures of Gulliver
NBC's "Wild Kingdom" re:00 Heckle and Jectilft the Jetfahli
8:00 Mayberry RFD (c)
3:30 Dick Clark's Music Bag
8:30 Mike Douglas(c)
Smoky the Bear
Bues Bunny
Show
:30
7
peats "Arctic Adventure," a
8:30 Doris Day(c)
4:30 Spelldown
Cattanooels Cats
10:00 Andy Griffith (c)
:00 Here's the Grump Road Runner
& MUNN*, °Memos, Cats
look at animals of the Arctic
8 :30 The Pink Venus,. Dastardly
9:00 Carol Burnett(c)
5:00 Report
1030 Love Of Life(c)
Hot Wheels
Wacky Races
:00 H R. Pufristuf
arcle.
Weather,
(c)
News,
Snorts
10:00
(c)
The Hardy Boys
Is
Mier*
Heart
Dom
Scooby
The
Splits
Banana
:30
Where
11:00
9
(c)
4:30 News
for
FBI"
"The
(c)
preempts
Griffin
ABC
Sky Heists
Hour The Archie CernedY
Mery
Adventure
10:30
(c)
:00
Tomorrow
For
Search
11:30
1100 Lassie (c)
Hour
George of the Jungie
10 :30 The Flintstones
a one-hour documentary, "The
The Monkeres
Got It Together
Jambe
American Sandsland
Penelope Pitstoo
Unseen World", examining ob11 :01) Underdog
jects and life forms too tiny to
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
.
1
be seen by the naked eye.
Superman
:00 Sugarfoot
frad
ad
.
nril Weel
fli
Jonnv Quest
12 :30 Suflartoot
SUNDAY
MONDAY
1:00 Newlywed Game(c)
Junior Achievement
Baseball:
Movie:
:00
I
8:00 Movie 'Back Street'
' "The Castillian'o
ABC rescreens 1965's "A High
Skusity
:30 Minnesota vs.
0
Dating Game(c)
1:30
18:00 News. Weather. Sports(c)
.Movie
SoortIng Life
:1111 galtirnore
1
8:30 Agriculture (c)
Wind In Jamaica," starring An2:00 General Hospital(c)
Something Else
Movie
W. :39 Baseball
10:15 Movie 'Rage'
filmy Quinn and James Coburn.
7:00 Know Your Bible(c)
2:30 One Life To Live(c) '
All Star Wrestling
Ky. Derby Parade
Baseball
:s.
3
All Star Wrestling
12:15
Kentucky Derby
:30 Baseball
News
(c)
(c)
Worship
Of
House
"Kid
1962's
NBC
rescreens
7:30
3:00 Dark Shadows(c)
Wide World of Scarfs
:00 Kitty Wells Show Kentucky Derby
a
Galahad," starring Elvis PresWide World of Sport:
-1 :30 Jim Ed Brown ShossiKentucky Derby
&DO Oral Roberts(c)
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies(c)
Shills Hybrid Won The Kentucky
(c)
Amer. Col. Show Wide World of Sports
✓ :a Wilburn Bros. Show All
MONDAY
8:30 America Sings
4:00 Lucille Ball(c)
leY:30 Porter Wagoner stii onowr Mudd News
.1
Falls City Fishing Shot
Tomorrow(c)
ABC's "Now" documentary
9:00 Cathedral of
4:30 Real McCoys
Corn Derby Again!
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
10:00 Ilartnagyini
has. "The Black Mayor in
5:00 Newsje).
g
Stir
:00
News;
Sports
,
Misr
Sots
News:
Flipper
&30 Mcffale's -Navy
Highest official yields in 5 acre division ever check:31I The Hall of Faim•LBJ: Tragedy and
ti•
10:30 Discovery(c)
Dixie," a portrait of Mayor
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
Let's Make a Deal
7:00 Bozo(c)
Transition
The Newlywed Game
:MI TM Hal et game
✓
11:00 World Tomorrow Cc)
by the University of Kentucky.
ed
6:00 News, Weather, Sports (c) Charles Evers of Fayette, Mies.
Sons
Three
My
Fame
of
Hall
Lawrence Welk Show
• :X The
8:50 Lucille Rivers(c)
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys(c)
TUESDAY
.6:30 It Takes A Thief(c)
We have all varieties and sizes available with plates
reen Acres
Lawrence Welk Show
ID
:00 Movie'
(c)
Moore
Barbara
00
Junction
Kitticoat
Pertect”
Owen%
:311
**Nobody's
Presents
12:00 At Issue (c)
NBC screens an actuality spe7:30 Movie 'A High Wind In
furnished.
Death Valley Days
:00 Movie
es
Lennon Sisters
9:30 He Said, She Said (c)
12:30 Issues & Answers(c)
cial, "Once Before I Die." It
News; Wthr Sports Th11111 Andersori„Show
Jamaica'
3• Movie
10:00 Bewitched(c)
•
SEE YOUR LOCAL STULL DEALER
The Buck Owens.Show
:00 News; UntoucqablesWannis 1:00 Movie 'How Green Was
deals with seven amateur
9:30'Now-Report(c)
Movie:
SO :30 The Untouc- ables %Semis
10:30 That Girl(c)
My Valley,
News. Weather. Sports (c) mountain climbers scaling a 20,10:00
"The
Perry
MrtfOri
Trail.
Oregon
ti
Weeseckektirst
11:00 Best Of Everything (c)
Movie
Perry Masan
ELLIS POPCORN
I I :SS Stevie:
3:00 Roller Derby
10:30 Movie 'Let No Man Write 000-foot peak in Afghanistan.
Movie
Movie:
4:00 Movie 'That Touch of Mink 11:30 World Apart(c)
Week"
Murray, Ky.
the
of
"Movie
12th & Chestnut
ABOs
I
Fat
ABC
Epitaph'
and
Rise
Weekend News
"The
12
1,13'
(c)
Children
My
All
12:003
6:00 Land of the Giants
of kegs Diamowd"
rescreens 1989's "The Young
Movie
(c)
Cavett
Movve
•
.
1 1
12:30 Let's Make A Deal (c) 12:15 Dick
7:00 ABC Science Special
Lawyers," starring Jason Ev-

VILAC-TV S chedule

AGE NINZ

RESOLP

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

Clime

STULL

ISIX-TV Schedule Channel I

HYBRIDS

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-127z
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It- We Will Get It -Or It Can't Be Had

ent.
NBC's monthly "First 'Tuesday" takes over the usual twoMania tower plarused
hour movie spot at 9. Features
MANILA (UPI)-Mayor An- include a report on Brazilian
tonio Villegas plans to build magical cults, a catapult casta tower offering a panoramic ing contest between two
yiew of Manila Bay in time for schools and an interview with
the 400th anniversary of the the leader of a band of mercenfounding of Manila on July 24, aries.
1971.
A half-hour CBS news special
at 10 is devoted to photographs
by France's Henri CartierBresson depicting life in California.

TREAT
YOUR
CAR

WEDNESDAY
"Kraft Music Hall" on NBC

TV
NOTES

Each day, the pawn
higher. A multitude
of greet consequence
we of lesser note, alt
a statistic there.
t•

*5*

c•

au.n.

VCT ct. t

With the departure of Chet
.1
the broadcasting
• Huntley from
scene in four months, -The.
Huntley-Brinkley Report•' sill
be retitled "NBC Evening News"
David Brinkley, .continuing as
the Washington observer, will he
backed up in New York by John
Chancellor and Frank- Nic(;ee,
The latter two will make
individual appearances, not
sharing dates.

?

*5*

A sun room, or an extra room of any sort built in new

I

.

or converted space, can be completely financed with
a low-cost bank loan. Come in and tell us your problem. We'll give you the benefits of our experience. Borrow the sum you need for materials and labor, and
repay it in convenient monthly installments.

,1 PE
I .
I.

NU S BANK
MURRAY iICY:
moo am am

*m.

am*

Maestro Lawrence Welk
that long-running Saturday Af1
musical hour becamegrandfather for the eight te
with the birth of a son to
Na:' ,.r!
and Tanya Welk
Lawrence Joseph.
.1

•

* * *

Henderson Forlie,
David Steward of the I daytime serial, "As the V,,,,„;
Turns," is the Dr. V‘ Ili
Chumley of the highly succey.i.,1
stage revival of "liar,
starring Helen Hayes and .1,, ,Stewat

Mime

SPRING
TUNEUP!

aor

toi

If your car's get-up-end-go seems like it got-up-andwent, see us! We'll put PERFORMANCE back into your
winter-weary automobile with a precision engine tuneup'
Our trained mechanics will thoroughly check your ignition system, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality BLUE STREAK ignition parts!
We'll retune your carburetor and replace any faulty
components with genuine HYG RADE Jiffy Kit carburetor tune:up parts!
And we'll give your car a FREE end-to-end safety check
to help insure worry-free driving all spring,

Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At:
Five
Points
Ashland
Boars Tuna-Up Shop
Robert's Oil Company
Walston's Texaco
16th &. College Farm Road
North 4th Street
4th & Chestnut 'Air South 12th Street
Murray,
Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 7534116
- Phone 753-8119
Phone 753-2752
Phone 753-9081
Joyce's Garage
CInn's Standard Sonrko•
Southsid. Phillips "66"
Route 1
509 So, 12th Street
So. 12th di Glendale Road
Hardin, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Ken's Truck Stop
Phone 753-4652
Phone 753-8966 2
Route
Crump's Ashland SorvIco
ThweaWs Service Station
Hazel,
Kentucky
Route 1
U.S. Highway 641
Phone 492-8304
Hardin, Kentucky
Aber), Kentucky
Murdock's
Garage,
Inc.
Phone 474-9740
Phone 753-2720
407
Poplar
Street
Fenton it Hedge
Tuckers Garage
Murray, Kentucky
205 South 'Fifth
Route 1
Phone 753-6770
Murray,,k(enturky,
Alma, Kentucky
Pittman's Shell Service
Phone 733-4669
Phone 753-6593
Route 5
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 7534191

YOUR

BLUE STREAK

Motor Parts 81 Bearings
JOBBER

1149 Chestnut Street

Soil Stewardship V
places emphasis on mar
soil, water, and other re
ly, May 3-10, according
County Soil Conservation
. "Resources and Re
lice. underscores the
dealing forthrightly with
renewable natural resoin
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nation, along with their
goring the event for the
One of the local e!
recognition of Soil Stew
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CONTINUOUS

In
NEW YORK • UPI)
addition to 'being star and.
weekly comedy series. '"Fhe
Danny Thomas Show." on A nu.
Thomas will produre some of
the films for the network's
"Movie of.. the Week" program
next season.

Soil Stei
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Murray, Ky, 42171
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SOIL SIEWAODSHIP WEEK
MAY 3 - 10
SOURCES6-REIVAL

CONSIDER
THESE
RESOURCES

Proclamation
by the Judge of
Calloway County, Kentucky
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Soil Stewardship Week
May 3-10,1970

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Robert 0. Miller, Judge of the county of
Calloway do call upon all citizens of Calloway County to
WHEREAS, through the ages man has been conscious of the
observe the period of May 3 May 10 inclusive as
Soil and water, air and forests, fish and wildlife -need to give thanice to Almighty God for His bountiful
blessings; and
They are as vast as the world, but they are not limitless.
SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
They represent the purity of nature, but they are being polluted.
They are the gifts of God, for your use, but they are being
WHEREAS, in the spring, when the fields are becoming green
and request all persons and religious organizations to misused.
and there is promise of a good harvest, prayers and
unite in an effort during this period to offer supplications
processions to the fields are a reminder to feeble man
to
God for the promise of a bountiful harvest and to ask
to turn with humility and confidence to the Giver of all
foundations of your past, realities of your present, and
for continued blessings from our fertile fields; and They are
good; and
essentials
of your future.
further urge Soil Conservation District Supervisors to
composure of the
increase their efforts in offering wholehearted assistance They are the excitement of the seashores, the
to the churches in reaching the greatest number of citi- midlands, and the spectacle of the Rockies.
zens in our County on this occasion.
They have been called renewable, but the decision is yours.
WHEREAS, it is a custom of old to implore the mercy of God
during Rogation days to give to the plants of the field
an increase; and
How do you value a breath of clean, fresh air-- the sight and taste
Done at Murray,. Kentucky, this the 20th day of
of pure, sparkling water -- or the inspiration of fertile fields and
April in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
soaring forests?
and seventy.
In dollars?
WHEREAS, during this period the Soil and Water Conservation
Robert 0. Miller
Where's your soul?
Districts of America are sponsoring SOIL STEWARDJudge of Calloway County
These resources are indispensable.
SHIP WEEK in cooperation with the churches; and
They demand your attention and thrive on your care.
They help mold'your life; condition what it is-- and will be.
LUKE 11 9
Everyday they serve you, surround you, sustain you.
"ask, and it will be given you; seek, and you will find; knock anetit
WHEREAS, the Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky has
will be opened to you"
proclaimed the period beginning with Rogation Sunday,
Consider these resources. Consider them well.
May 3, 1970, and continuing through May 10, 1970, as
PSALM 103:5
Soil Stewardship Week,
I CORINTHIANS 3:6
"your youth is renewed like the ea"
"I planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the increase."

Soil Stewardship Week, a nationwide observance which
places emphasis on man's obligation to God as stewards of the
soil, water, and other related resources, will be celebrated locally. May 3-10, according to Lowell Palmer, Chairman, Calloway
County Soil Conservation District.
"Resources and Renewal", the theme of this year's observance, underscores the responsibility which each citizen has in
dealing forthrightly with current issues involving stewardship of
renewable natural resources. The Calloway County Soil Conservation District and soma 3000 oompanion Districts throughout the
nation, along with their State and National Associations are sponsoring the event for the 16th consecutive year.
One of the local events designed to encourage widespread
recognition of Soil Stewardship Week is a radio devotional each
day during Soil Stewardship Week at 12:45 P.M. on WNBS. The
following ministers will speak:
Monday - David Brasher - Kirksey Baptist.
Tuesday - Stephen Mazak - Immanuel Lutheran.
Wednesday - Doyle Webb - First Assembly cl God.
Thursday - Dossie Wheatley - Lynn Grove and
Goshen Methodist.
Friday - Floyd Dethrow - Second St. Church of-Christ. •
The Calloway County Soil Conservation District has distributed to churches of all faiths, booklets created particularly for
this years observance.
Supervisors of the Calloway County Soil Conservation District are Lowell Palmer, Harvey Ellis, Marvin Hill, Gus Robertson. Jr.. and Dan Shipley.

ISAIAH 10:13
"I have pushed back the frontiers of peoples."

MALACHI 3:12
"for you will be a land of delight"

JOB 37:14
"Meditate on Goes wonders."

DISPOLLUTION
The abomination has finally been recognized and brought
out into the open. Pollution has now reached such
proportions that it can no longer be minimized, hushed, or
excused. In its several forms, it has become offensively,
even dangerously, evident in virtually every pert of the
country.
Pollution of the air by smoke, dust, chemioWs, and
malodorous fumes is particularly obnoxious because in
those places where contamination is concentrated, it can
scarcely be escaped. Out-of-doors, one cannot be selective
about the air. You take what is there and you take it every
second. The pollutants irritate the eyes, throat, and lungs.
They reduce the sunlight and offend the sensibilities. Where
the dosage is both heavy and steady, pollutants become a
very real threat to health. Regional programs are being
launched to clean up the air.
What we have done to the water resources entrusted
to our care by our Creator is a scandal and shameful
testimony to man's irresponsibility. We have poured sewage, sediment, heat, and chemicals into our rivers and lakes
with a persistent and wicked disregard for the congafirrehCer -garner ilseres turret "Oteratlitiv*ertw
.
'anis 'snow,
devoid of fish and wildlife. Long stretches of many of our
rivers have become so foul they have been barred for
human use. A lengthening list of shorelines, bays, and
estuaries has been similarly proscribed.
In a nation faced with ever-mounting wider requirements for every water purpose, continued pollution is
plainly unendurable. In response to an insistent public cry
of alarm and the warnings of experts, the federal government in concert with the states is proceeding toward a
nation-wide program of water pollution control and abatement The costs will be large but the remedies we essential.
There is a third form of pollution to be faced -- the
human and economic blight of our wrban and rural slums. It
can be a pervasive evil, sapping hope and pride, and thereby
undermining both the vigor and incentive so necessary to a
sense of stewardship and accomplishment Resources -we
involved here, along with immense human values. An
enlarged acceptance of moral responsibility and more
practical avenues to brotherhood will be required to shrink
the problem. Fortunately, there are those who biiieve the
American system need not be so rigid in its tenets as to
foreclose a continuing investment in human dignity. And
-Se
some progress, however tenuous, is being made.
Revision and renewal of our system to cope with the
menace of resource pollution is under way. In the years
ahead the effort must be fortified and refined. There is no
tolerable alternative to such a course.

CONTINUOUS RENEWAL
Each day, the panorama • or our world grows wider and
higher. A multitude of events crowds the scene. Some are
of great consequence, affecting the lives of all of us. Others
are of lesser note, altering only a condition here and adding
a statistic there.
at
.t is crEICesit2
land design of our Orator that all Of twined be searchers,
seekers. In the syccession of our days, we find occasion to
build, explore, alter, and love. We produce, aspire, and add
to the store of our knowledge. We invent and debate. We
plan. By all these and a thousand other actions, we have
developed a civilization marked by continuous change.
Even in its larger and more significant parts, it is not
easy to understand all that takes place. But men of
good-will try. Whether as leaders or members of the
rank-and-file, they also try to bring governance to the
swirling scene, reconcile the conflicts and contradictions,
and steer the bursting force of our society into constructive
and reasonably harmonious channels.
The tools for the task are honored but not infallible.
We enact laws, proclaim rules and guidelines, and establish
codas of conduct. We employ negotiations, elections,
convects, and treaties. There are times when we rely on
education, persuasion, compromise, or debate. And then
there are occasions when we look to the courts, the police,
and the military.
At any given time, most of the elements in the system
serve their intended purposes. Inevitably, however, new
events and new actions multiply to demand a revision of
the system, With new policies, new codes, new laws and
new arrangements. In the orderly world of our Maker, this
process of continuous renewal is part of His plan to test our
faith and challenge our capabilities.
The standards of soil stewardship and the elements of
our resource management are at all times involved in this
renewal process, as we shall see.

AMOS 7.17
"end thou shalt die in• polluted lone'
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AUCTION SALE: Eaix Sporting IV1011KDR0011 duplex ager‘
TFC
and Gift Shop. Saturday May went. Phone 753-7850.
2 beginning at 1:00 p. m. Old
a
furnished
and new merchandise. Tables, oNE-BEDROOM
city limits.
of
out
partmast,
piano, winning wheel, repro753-8555.
ductions of old vases and bowls. Phone 753-8441 or
K-1-C
Ironstone and many other items.
Wayne Wilson, Auctioneer. If TWO-BEDROOM apartment with
it rains, sale will be held fol- stove, air conditioning, me&
lowing Thursday night. Con- tire and carpeted. Couples and
cord Road across from Blalock- teachers only. Phew .753.289s.
Coleman Funeral Home. it(-1-C
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e
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p
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NOLP WANTS()

POI WIT

FOR REIT

AUCTION SALO

euRNisHED apartment from
tune to middle of September,
Write to Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, Route 2, Camdeo, Tema.
.
me 38320 in care of Dr. Joe S.
Butterworth or call 901-584-7886.
M-4-P
FOUR hones trailers, 10' x 55',
sic conditioned. Available June
7. Phone 75S-6231 or 753-7856.
M-14-C

house for 5 to
TWO-BEDROOM upstairs apart- NICE furnished
21 years old.
be
Must
girls.
7
Thothe
at
square.
SALE:
tram
AUCTION
ment, two blacks
M4C
mas J. Mania home, located on Coupler only, MAO per mon- Phone 753-5108.
old Van Cleve Road at Ahno, th.. Phone 753-7965 after 5:00
Ky. Go east on Almo road to p. m.
For best results when cooksale marker. Saturday May 2,
furnished ing fish over charcoal, wait until
1970, 1:00 p. m. Selling: two PRIVATE, nicely
the fire is down to glowing bribeds with springs and mattress- sleeping room. Available May 1. quet embers. The too- hot fire
es, chifferobe, dresser, two Quiet atmosphere. Efficiency
dries and toughens fish.
chest of drawers, two wool rugs, apartment, available August 15,
* * *
from
blocks
Two
paid.
utilities
platform rockers, two rocking
753-2872.
Phone
University.
the
Turn beef patties only once
chairs, electric sewing machine,
THE MID-CALF loses three to nothing to the mini in this scene in Indianapolis, Ind. Kitty
when you grill them. turning
good condition, coffee tables
Spann, 19, St Louis, gets no attention at all from the three girl watchers. Their eyes are
and end tables, book case with AIR-CONDITIONED apartment them more often makes them
alt for Chris Morrow, 19, South Bend, Incl., striding along in her mini.
glass doors, good as new. One for girls. Summer semester. less juicy and more compact.
Gibson range, one Philco range, Phone 753-1431.
M-2-C
* * *
good as new; Westinghouse reWatkins, Jean Walker.
Thompson, Wanda
two
sets,
frivrator,
dinette
Counting caloni-s Salad and
Carla Ramsey, Candace RamPASTURE FOR RENT, 80 acres
Eighth Grade: Wade McDansey, Marilyn McKenzie, Gena iel, Cindy Coleman, Kerry pressure cooker, cooking uten- about 11 sowed fescue and jap. french dressings have. approx
Hopkins, Candy Hargis, Mike Steen, Melinda Fulkerson, Mark sils, kitchen cabinets, wood Balance open woods. Fenced, imately 65 calories per table
Haley, Crest Bucy and Debo- Carroll, Connie Morgan, War- stove. Antiques: rockers, willow plenty of water. Phone Glen spoon, while regular may onnaist
chair, pictures, oil lamps, tables, Wooden 753-3901 or 753-2758. nins around 100.
rah Eldridge.
ren Hopkins, Rebecca Bourland,
Sixth Grade: Shannon Anne, Rebecca Burkeen, Kenneth Cle- chairs, beds, bottles and dishes.
Robin Bayles, Cynthia Bennett, aver, Betide Hopkins, Pam Og- Other items too numerous to
mention. Sale by Knott's Auc- ONE-BEDROOM trailer, air-conStacy Brandon, Gene Cleaver, lesby, and Tina Todd.
tion Service. Phone 4374415, dned, $45.00 per month.
Claudia Darnall, Sheila._ EdHardin, Kentucky.
11-1-C Phone 489-3621
21-3-C
wards, Anthony Pike, Neil Fortner. Barbara Griffin, Sberilyn
HOUSE
for
four
rent,
rooms
The Almo Elementary School Haley, Douglas Holt, Rebecca
AUCTION Sale, Saturday May and bath. Phone 753-6864.
Honor Roll for the fifth six Imes, Rodney Jones, Teresa Spare the heat
11-4-C
and at 1:90 p. m. at Granville
weeks' period has been announ- Moody, Kevin Penick, Kim PerkWhen you cook with y ogurt, Scarbrough place, one mile west UNFURNISHED two
ced by the prinicpal, Tom Rush- ins, Cindy Rogers, Kathy Scott,
bedroom
heat. of Hazel on State Line Road
ing, and is as follows:
Joe Dan Taylor, Vickie Weath- remember to spare the
duplex apartment. Two bedThe Dairy Council of Metropoli- • qehold furniture, some an- rooms, carpeted, air conditioned,
Fourth Gracialliched Dun. erford and Virginia Morgan.
including a marble top
can, LaDan Graham, Mark
Seventh Grade: Denise Du- tan New York suggests keep- tiques,
dishwasher and disposal, large
Jones, Susan Lewis, Randy mas, Alan Haley, Tim Letter- ing to low - teniperatures and dresser, dining table and six yard. Close to University AvailMcShorty
chairs.
bottom
cane
prevent
Stalls, Keith Starts, Lisa Cleav- man, Kent Letterman, Sharon short heating times to
1TC able June 6.- Phone 753-9488.
er, Terry Cleaver, Luana Colson, Mohler, Hazel Pritchett, Linda separation. Separation doesn't Bride auctiorieee.
M4-C
Susan Imes, Randall Starks, Tri- Zaremba, Shirley Brandon, Mi- hurt the flavor but it may spoil
na Swift and Tina Thompson. ke! Burkeen, Sharon Beach, the appearance of your dish.
Fifth Grade:Bobby Pike, Philrbara Botniand, Craig Dowdy, Another trick to prevent separaip Peeler, Scotty Beeners, Mel- heryl Jackson, Mark Miller, tion: add a small amount of
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Ilea Sthrcalier, LaDenne RoDanny Pritchett, flour or cornstarch. Don't stir -01110g anall
MIR
aerts, Rodney Scott, Renee' Caron Phelps,
4-Lance
ACROSS
Sabrina Riley, Sherrie Starks, just fold yogurt into other inOMO MOM PROM
5-Apportions
gredients and it will keep its 1-Definite
:90
PriTazICI(I•
6-Circle around
7gIM UOM
moon (pl.)
consistency.
article
IT ROOM
7-Conjunction
4-Symbol for
OrDPU
samarium
8- Baby's napkins
1Or0 OMA OEM
9-Cook in oven
6-Snake
NO
031111000M
11-Mexican shawl
10-Everyone
UMM Ajfil
12-Paid notice
1.3-golorful bird

Honor Roll
Announced,
Alum School

REAL IISTATI POR

14SLP WAISTOD

WANTED: man to help train WANTED: Someone to stay with
hied dogs and run dogs in field elderly lady. Room and board
WSW"- Fbone 436-2406. Chrysler plus salary, Phone 753-3608.
TFC
Bird Dog Kennels.
M-4-C
WANTED: Dictaphone typist for
the medical record dept., with
medical terminology experience
in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Apply in person Monday-Friday from 8:30 a. m. till
4:00 p. m.
M-2-C

PAMPER your pocket! Fill it
with money saved selling Avon
Cosmetics in your own neighborhood. Call now: Mrs. Janet
Kunick 365-9424 after 7:00 p.
m., or write Route 2 Box 1313 A,
M-4-C
Princeton, Ky. 42445.

OPENINGS for full or part time
work. Good earnings. Writs HOURS WELL SPENT-Your
P. 0. Box 214, Murray, Ky. in- ...pare hurls can earn you $9.
t4-2•P If you visit local customers
clude phone number.
with Avon's wide range of magWANTED: experienced prais- nificent cosmetics and toileter. College Cleaners, 1411 Olive ries iind gifts. Call now: Mrs.
34-20C Janet Kunick, 365-9424, or write
Blvd., phone 753-3852.
Route 2, Box 136A, Princeton,
M-7-C
Kentucky 42445.
WANTED: baby sitter at my
break
to
someone
WANTED:
home, 25 to 60 years of age with
1TC
own transportation. Phone 753- garden. Phone 753-8189.
M-6-C
8973 after 7:00 p. m.
WANTED: Service station attendant. Must be experienced
in bay work. References required. Good position for right man.
Trotter's Gulf Service Station,
M-2-C
Hwy. 641 South.

Cuts of meat won't curl on
the grill if, after trimming the
excess fat, you score the remaining fat at I/2-inch intervals. Simply use a sharp knife to cut intu
the fat almost to the meat.

As a result of an increase of local calling scope in the
Aurora, Kentucky. exchange and in accordance with the
state-wide rate schedule approved by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky. the South Central Bell Telephone COMPany will put into effect the following rates for
local exchange telephone service to be effective beginning with the,billing period of May 20, 1970. These rates
are subject to applicable Federal and State taxes and
present mileage or zone charges.
Ineftvklual
Line
Business ____ $10.2.5
Residence ___ 4.55

2-Party
Line

iii

Rural
Line

4-Party
Line

$5.25
3.40

99.90
386

South Central Bell
Tele hone Com an

President Nixon
''STOIC"
emotes at a gathering of the
White House News Photographers Association in Wash,
ington, where he congratulated prize winners. He said
the late President Eisenho wer had an expressive

is on stoic

rommos:
Abbie'N Slab

side

.59
MUM•

•UU6

1
MI

camerawise.

Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3301
YeDow Corn
Stull 807-SYs
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SOYBEAN SEEI

by R. Van Buren
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A CORNER LOT, 13th.
ive, zoned for four spark
$8750.00. Phone 75341392
6:00 p. m.

NEW fourbedroom bowie
baths, formal dining room,
edied faniily room with Arai
Doable aortae, utility
large living room. Nice kl
with tau:IR-in appliances.
central heat and arc.=
ing. Phone 753-3903.

imp

1357

DOWN
1-Former Russian
ruler
2-Goddess of

LARGE MODERN ranch
brick home on 100' x 200'
ed lot in Sherwood
Three bedrooms with abs
closet space and ban
floors. Carpeted living
formal dining room and se,
family room
with firs
Kitchen has all built-ins,
able Toginol floor and
cabinets. Foyer, two tile
two car garage, patio, a
air-conditioning, econanka
heat and cito, water.
shown by appointment. Cal
667a

TEIREE-BEDROOM, all NI
brick ranch with WAG,
years old, central air, w
wall carpeting, two ap
baths, large living room
dining area, family roam.
convenient kitchen with
in range, oven, &Awash*
disposal. Utility room, tw
garage, situated on nicely
scalped lot located at King
Subdivision. For appoin
by transferred owner call
ings or weekends 753-751

gna
Arir.la =2) sAmm

AURORA, KENTUCKY

3-BEDROOM brick venee
lug room, den, built-in id
1% baths, utility room an
ed-in garage. Located on
206' lot. Loan trinsferrabi
Fairlane Drive, Bagwell
Subdivision. Call 753-54
762-3747.

ONLY $695 for a 80' x 2(
at Keniana Shores. For ft
formation 'phone 456-5321

i4-Printer
15Siebrew month
measure
El= UMM MOM
16-Minder
18-Aromatic
17 God of love
DO A0I51 UOMIMIA2
ointineM
20-Resort
iiiieVAD ODOM DOL4
19-Things. in law
24-AcademieQ10001 0E0
21-Danish island
subjects
22-Steamship
25-Music: as
(abbr.)
written
37-Release f,orn a 54-Girls name
23-Clagyinse
55-Bushy clumps
fastener
27-City in Russia
26-Rocky Ml
-Develop
56-Saint (abbr.)
42
29-Masi •
28-Ceremony
57 Bitter vetch
44-Timid
31-Satiate
29-Cease
59.Spanrsh article
46 Handle
33-A state (abbr.) 30-Attitude
62 Symbol for
48.8e of use
34-Preposition
event
3241eroi
tantalum
49-Brief
letter,
35-Greek
64 Symbol for
51 -Arabian
36-Three toed
38-Weaken
silver
commander
sloth
39-Latin
amiunction
7 8 9 10 ,Sc
ili
Sr
5
li4
3
ill
1
40-13one
41-Warble
17
11
43-Small island
Ma
45-Fondle
EIS
17
goll6
15
17-Scribble
50-Note of scale
El
um
270 Itt 21
19
52-Affection
22•
53-Still
27 ill
N.V123
56-Appear
32 gip
29 30
58-Cognizant of
Mr
60-Note of scale
ma
61 -Characteristics
34
Ellillidialli
63-Land surrounded
44
SM13
12
by water
il•Wr
65-Strip of
Nether
BM
Mil
4° WM1
45
66 French artiste
g•ip.an 54 55
Ers5c, 5,
67-AeriferM fluid
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BY OWNER: Three - be
brick house on Dodsiss.
down payment, transit
loan. Phone 753-5184.

3-BEDROOM brick in
Hills Subdivision. Priced
$13,500.00. Choice buildin
100' x 225' some are large
ter aid gas and priced
$1500.00 to $2500.00. Clan
Miller, Realtor.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
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COLD DRINKS
TO GO
Convenient has lots and lots of just about
every popular Brand of soft drinks. They're
ice cold and ready to serve. Park right at the
door. Pick up a biittle or a carload and you're
on your way ... to refreshment . . . in minutes.
There's a big freezer,full of clean, clear ice
cubes, too!

Alr10
CONVEN/ENT
1808AfARTS

KELLY'S PEST CONTROL
mites-eat your !some. Ita
-carry germs. Spider
poison. For free inspectio
Kelly's Pest Control 751
24 hours a day.

ssmcs rum.lawn mown

rmall appliances royal*
yard tools sharpened. 5
South lath Street. Moe
f2187.
Mi
ALTERATIONS and
Phone 753-1808.

a

POSITION WANTED: Es
or will baby sit Excellen
or will sit with corral
days. Phone 733-2872.

HOUSE FAINTING exteri,
interior. Contract or houri
Experienced. Phone 753-

HAULING

[
ravel, Sand a
and Limas,
Heading. Driveways bul

Moe, Dozer and Gra
Werk.
'

Phone 753-738
or 753-5108
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BY OWNER: Three • bedrooM
brick house on Dodaon. Low
down payment, tranaferrable
loan. Phone 753-5164.
M44
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, living room, den, built-in kitchen.
1% bath', utility room and ekeed-in garage. Located on 90'
206' lot. Loan ninsferrable, 718
Fairlane Drive, Bagwell Manor
Subdivision. Call 7534453 or
762-3747.
1144
LARGE MODERN ranch style
brick home on 100' a 200' wooded lot in Sherwood Forrest
Three bedrooms with abundant
closet space and hardwood
floors. Carpeted living room,
formal dining room and separate
family room with fireplace.
Kitchen has all built-ins, durable Toginol floor mid many
cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths,
two car garage, patio, central
air-conditioning, economical gas
heat and city water. House
shown by appointment. Cell 7538878.
11-16-C
A CORNER LOT, 13th and 03
in, Booed for four apartment%
$8710.00. Phone 7534302 after
6:00 p. m.
H41-14
3-BEDROOM brick in North
Hills Subdivision. Priced only
$13,500.00. Choice building lots
100' x 225' some are larger. Water and gas and priced from
$1500.00 to $2500.00. Claude L.
Miller, Realtor.
ONLY $695 for a 80' x 200' lot
at Keniana Shores. For full iss
formation 'phone 436-5320.
M-2-C
IHREE-1111DROON. all deckle,
brick ranch with patio, two
years old, mistral air, wall le
wall carpeting, two specious
baths, large living room era
dining ares, family room Loris
convenient kitchen with WS
In range, oven, dialtwasher sad
disposal. Utility room, two eat
Orate, situated on Wed/ bad
seeped lot located at Eingswood
Subdivision. For appall:lama
by transferred owner eaD Web
Mae or weekends 7534E0.
IS-M-LOC

NEW four-bedroom house, 24
baths, formal dining room, panelled family room with fireelace.
Double garage, utility roma,
large living room. Nice kitchen
with tiuDt-in appliances. Carpet
central heat and air-conditioning. Phone 753-3903.
M-2-C

NOTICE

SOYBEAN SEED
Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3319A
Yellow Corn
&WI 907

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 1534228

SERVICES OFFERED

itzurs PEST CONTROL Ter
mites-eat your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-an
poison. For free inspection call
Kelly's Pest Control 7533914.
TIC
34 hours a day.
SAWS !MED.lawn mowers and
rmall appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 IL
South Lath Street. Phone TM
P187.
M.114
ALTERATIONS and
Phase 7531406.

sewing.
114*

POSITION WANTED: La-teachor will baby sit. Excellent care
or will sit with convalescent,
131-C
days. Phone 753-2672.
HOUSE PAINTING, exterior and
interior. Contract or hourly rate
Experienced. Phone 753-8359
M4-C

REAL IMITATE FOR SALA

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE POR :ma

TFC

ILSTATS FOR $ALE

Our used cars
aren't
"just like new."
Just 100%
guaranteed.

LOTS FOR SALE

Nice house with 10 acres of land about 4 miles from
Murray. This is a good buy.

Plainview Acres Subdivision

We now have sortie good income property one block from
University. Consists of house and garage apartment in
back. Nice wooded lot.
One of the prettiest duplexes in hvon. Two bedrooms on
each side. Central heat and air and all furniture gles
with the house.
Three acres of commercial property. On 2nd Street. Good
buy for someone.
A new listing near Robertson School. Three bedroom
brick, den, living room, central heat and air, two baths.

Curbs and Gutters. Blacktop
so City School District
Nice Large Lots Gently fi.11.ng
so One of the Nicest in Town
Terms to Meet Your Budget
b° With Up to 5 Years to Pa:,
Come By or Call

Freeman Johnson, Realtor
Southside Shopping Center
753-2731

Er

753-8825

503 North 7th. A three bedroom brick veneer, family
room, two baths, electric heat, range, refrigerator, freezer, air conditioner included. Large living room with fire
place. Also dining room.
45 acre cattle farm about 4 miles southwest of Lynn
Grove. Sown down.
New Listing; 401 North 10th Street Three bedroom
brick, central heat and air and family room.
Another new Listing. Nice two bedroom frame home on
five acres, 154 mile from Murray. Electric heat and air
conditioner.
Leek at this three bedroom on West Dogwood Drive.
This nearly new three bedroom brick on Witwell Road
has been reduced to $18,800.00. Here is a real good buy.
We have two now duplexes, two bedrooms each, carpet,
central beat and air, large lots and large transferable
loan.
Four bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air, two
baths, one year old. Priced at only $26,500.00.
Apartment building at 1311 Main Street. $600.00 per
month income.
Year around brick at Panorama Shores. Three bedrooms.
Waterfront lot.
Kirkwood Drive, 1515. Lovely three bedroom with two
baths. Central heat and air. A new listing.
Another new listing. 808 Guthrie Drive. Three bedroom
and family room. 1% baths. Large loan can be assumed
at 8%.
At 800 N. leth Street. A nice two bedroom brick at a
modest price. Another new listing.
Reel buy in a two bedroom at Hazel. Brick veneer. Ask
about this place. $11,500.00.
On Highway 94 East, we have a beautiful three bedroom
brick veneer on 154 acre landscaped lot. Large den with
liaeplace. central heat and air. Two car heated garage
Has everything.
Duplex. Three bedrooms on one side, two on other.
Double garage. This is truly a nice place.
Beautiful one year old tri-level about 10 miles from Murray. All carpet, builtins, double garage. Large lot with
nice trees.
Two bedroom frame on two acre lot. Nice small home.
$9,000.00.
Peer bedroom frame on two acres near town. Needs only a little work to make this a very nice place. $9,500.00.
340 Acre farm. New modern frame home. Good fence.
two good tobacco barns. 200 acres good tendable land.
The price is right.
Thirty five acre hog farm. Five miles from town. All
modern equipment. This farm can be bought two or
three different ways.
24 acres near Elm Grove Church. Has good building site
with well. Here is a real bargain for someone.
50 acre farm with real nice frame house near New Concord. House has two baths. Here is a real good buy. Carpet, built-ins.
Two story lake front cottage. Beautiful view and on large
wooded lot.
Thirty five acres adjoining TVA Contour.
Two low priced cottages at Kentucky Lake Develorlment. Both are new and will make good vieekend or vacation cottages.
Three isettetrao.v
Timer two acres wooded land adjoining Ciondler Park
Good water view.
Another waterfront lot in Lakeway Shores.
Beautiful stone home on two acre wooded lot. Has two
fireplaces, full basement, central heat and air.
Just listed, near Murray State University, 1702 Miller.
Nice 2 bedroom with formal dining room, air conditioner, garbage disposal. newly decorated and priced righL

WE NEED-NEW LISTINGS. . PEOPLE ARE
BUYING HOUSES!
If you want to sell, now is a good time. Call
us for a free appraisal.
For more information on any of the above listing,
CALL

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
At 518 West Main National Hotel Building
Business Phone 753-7721 - Home Phone: Guy Spann 7537587; Louise Baker 753-2409; Onyx Ray 753-8919;
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
ltc

PCIII SALA

POR SAIJI

WANT ADS
GET ACTION

AUTOS Pot'SALM

1967 OLDS 98 Luxury sedan
with all power and factory air.
Biargandy with beige vinyl root
1967 Buick LaSabre four door
sedan. White with black vinyl
roof with factory Mr and power. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
II-2-C

We haw the John Parker home at corner of 10th and
Payne. Has central heat and air, beautifully decorated.
Also has large family room with fire place.

Gravel, Sand and Limestone
Hauling. Driveways built.

Phone 753-7381
or 753-5108

AUTOS Pot SALE

AUTOS FOR SALO

SAM don't forget to pick up the WE ARE now an authorised
shampooer and Blue Lustre at Downs carpet dealer, with full
Big K.
M4C line of samples, 501 Nylon
Acrilyan Acrylic, Wood sod BoFOR SALE or Rant: Mobile de!, also indoor outdoor carpet.
Home, two bedrooms, 31' x 10', All above completely installed.
completely furnished with car- No job too anall to be aware
peting, 1966 model. located on of or too large to be taken care
shaded lot, six miles from Mur- of. Carraway Furniture & Apray. Call 753-6770 days, 493- pliance, 105 North 3rd Street.
8613 nights.
114-C Phone 753-1502.
WIC

1989 DATSUN 2000 series
convertible, 10,000 actual miles. Local car.
Mag wheels.
1967 MOB convertible. Red
with red top. Excellent
condition.
1965 TRIUMPH convertible.
White, 'harp.
1969 KARMAN GHIA coupe.
Air - conditioned, FRAM radio. Loaded with
/memories. Yellow, local car.
1969 VW 113 sedan with Formula Vee equipment.
Meg wheeLs, tape, green.
Impala
1968 CHEVROLET
custom. Green with
black vinyl top, factory
air conditioning, power
steering and brakes.
1968 OPEL station wagon.
Blue, real clean ear.
1965 IKERIXRY Comet Cyclone two door hardtop,
four speed. New car
trade in.
1965-T - BIRD convertible.
Blue, white top, factory
air, power steering and
brakes. New car trade
in.
1966'CORVAIR Corm con-,
verUble, 4-speed. Good
condition.

1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker,
four door hardtop with factory
air and power. 1967 Buick Skylark four door hardtop with
black vinyl roof with factory air
and power. New *et of tires.
Gain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. 13-3-C
ONE FARMALL Cub tractor.
Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co Industrial Road. Phone 7531319.
1966 CHEVROLET Impala four
door sedan with factory air and
power' steering. 1964 Pontiac
Bonneville with black vinyl
roof. All power and factory air.
amn and Taylor Gulf Stataion.
r of 8th and Main. M-2-C
1962 FORD it-ton Van or 34ton 1966 Chevrolet Van. Phone
)35-C
753-4857.
WRECKED Volkswagen. Everything in good shape, maga
body. CAM and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main
TIC
1964 OLDS 88 four door sedan
with air and power. 1963 Pentad station wagon with factory
air and all power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
WIC
0th and Main.
1960 RA/ABLER, good mechanical condition. Make good fishing car. Reasonable. May be
seen at 1713 Calloway after 5:30
. 14-1-P
p. m.

NEW DATUM
TRADE-INS
1969 TOYOTA Corona, 4dcor sedan, automatic
factory
transmission,
air. $1988.
1968 VW Sedan, radio, stereo
tape player, very nice
$1488
1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, 4500 actual
miles. New car warranty, aut:roatic transmission. SAVE $700
1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, automatic, air
conditioning, low mileage. SAVE $1,000
1967 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, local car, up to
30 miles per gallon
Real nice, $1048.00.
1964 FORD %am' pick-up,
Ciiistan cab. overdrive,
radio. Nice. $M.
1.964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere,'
6-passenger Station Wagon.
$728.00.
Automatic,
air-conditioning1963 INTERNATIONAL Scout, 4-wheel drive.

rat

1966 MICA 4-door. Real econcmy car.Special $588.
1965 SDICA 4-door, good
transportation, $388.
1966 DATSUN 4-door sedan,
1300 Series, real emu-only CAT.
$788.

HORSE, two years. old, well EARLY AMERICAN table (49z
trained. Phone 753-8090. M-4-C 36 without leaf), six chairs. ExWe have }wit received a
cellent condition, $70.00. Phode
TACHOMETER, radio, records, 753-7937.
1969 PONTIAC Grand Prix. Beat shipment of 197054 Datsun
1131-C
8 track tapes, phonograph. Call
buy of year. Fully equipped, pick-ups and cars. Also -DatThree im.ct early model
nun's newest model the
754-3792 -ter 5 p. m., 611 S.
Phone 762-4236. 14-2-C
clean.
FT Fishing Boat with livepick-up trucks.
"240-2" will arrive on FriExt,ad StreeL
M-4-NC 14
well, trailer, 5 HP Johnson mo1963 FORD four door sedan
day, May .1st
Galaxie 500. Burgandy with
GARAGE SALE: clothing and tor; 18 inch RCA portable TV:
Phone
fan.
Good
window
of
selection
used
driven
dobelt
pick-up
beige top. 1966 GMC
malty other items, cheat). Fri'
131-C mestic as well as Volkswagens truck. Real nice, Mx cylinder.
day afternoon and Saturday, 753-7770.
to
choose
from
with 100% Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
1500 Cardinal Drive.
M-1-C GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes 3 to 5,
guarantee
Corner of 6th mml Main. II-2,-C
TUCZOS and Organs, Baldwin. Junior Petite. Good condition.
IM-1-C
753-1518.
Call
Reasonable.
1966 GENSLER Newport, four
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos.
door, all power, air conditionAcross from Post Office, Low- 14' JOHN BOAT, 10 HP motor,
Phone 753-7114
do Piano Co, Paris, Tenn.
ed, good tirea, good condition.
Open I a. m.-7 p m.
troll motor, 6-12 volt battery
Local car. Phone 753-5924 or
H-31-1-C and trailer. Phone 753-4857.
Sycamore St.
31-24
753-1681.
M4-C
USED TRAILERS. Located In
-CARROLL VOLKSWAGIA
1959 BUICK four door sedan.
trailer park on East Highway, 15 FT CAMPER trailer, new,
like a new car. Real sharp.
Just
stove,
new
WANTED TO RUT
with
equipped
set up, ready to rent for an Le- tires,
810 Chestnut - Murray. KY. 1965 Falcon six cylinder, autocabiof
plenty
vestment or occupy yourself af- bunk beds with
,matic, Cain and Taylor Gulf WANTED: 14" Crash Cymbal
ter June 8. Must sell now be- net space. Has wall to wall carStation. Corner of 6th and Main or 16" or both. Call 753-3792
fore new tears Mama& Phase peting. Priced for quick solei
after 5 p. in., 611 Bread Street.
M-2-C
Phone 489-3801.
7534202 after 6:00 p. m.
M14-NC
H-111-1-C
1965
289
MUSTANG,
motor,
NOTIC81
40 INCH gas range, 40 inch
condition,
Good
Cruise-a-matic.
MOTICS
TWO BOYS sport cods, sum- electric range. Small charcoal WE) CALENDAR Desk Masi $960.00.
Phone 753-8812.
met, size 8. Boys pants, size 8. and black dinnete set with four mod refills are now available at
111-2-C
Little girls dresses, 312e6 2 and chairs. Phone 753-7735 M-2-C as Lodger & Throes Moe limp.
A-1-C
3. Phone 753-6583.
1965
PONTIAC
two
Booneville
711C
store.
ply
NINE DRAWER desk, suitable
NESBITT FABRIC SWOP
door hardtop. 1961 Buick staNO SAMPLE BOOKS, all mer- for study or living room. Phone
tion
Cain
wagon..
and
Taylor
One Table of
chandise in stock. Cash and 753-2827 after 5:00 p.m. 31-2-C
Gulf Station. Corner of fah and
Carry. Big truck load new car- WASHER, stove, over stuffed ELECTROLUX SALES & Sew Main.
M-2-C
SUMMER
LINENS
Moe, Boa 113, Murray, Ky C
pet, came in Tuesday morning. chairs,
suite and chest_ M. &Mom Mime 313411111
and
We have commercial type hi- Phone bedroom
1963 ii-ton Jeep pick-up truck,
af762-4479
or
753-9302
EMBROIDERIES
Lirnavillm Kamtnely.
density rubber back 12 and 15 ter 5:00 p. m.
„300.00. Call 753-6073. )1-1-NC
M4C
MaPOC _
ft. widths, 83.95 sq. yd. Other
Yi Price
1959 CADILLAC. cheap. 1.965
heavy carpet, $3.95 sq. yd. Some TAPPAN stove, good condition.
Line of
Complete
Volkswagen.
Cain
and
Taylor
100% nylon pile earpet, $1.99 Best offer. Old Singer sewing
Bridal and Brides Maid
sq. yd. Come see it unrolled machine, very good condition. WANTED: persons who have re- Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
If-2-C
Accessories
M4-P moved the ?delouse dishes and Main.
while it lasts. Paschall's Dis- Phone 753-3653.
silverware, from the commimity
count House, Hazel, Kentucky
including
1964
OLDiSMOB/LE
convertible.
492-9733. Cash and Carry; come USED Westinghouse washer and centers on Ellis and Second, by Excellent condition. Can be
Veils and Tirrrrr
seen
see our big bargain pile at $2.91 Maytag dryer. Phone 7534825. mistake, to please return them at 1503 West Main or
phone
to the office. There are approxM-2-P
sq. yd.
H44
M4-C imately 150 pieces that have 753-7257.
NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
been taken by mistake, so if 1956
'4 Miles Swath of Murray
CHEVROLET
GUESS WHAT!!! Patio Sale, Fn pick-up
WANTED
TO
MEV
using
continue
to
wish
you
truck. Good tires and liceosed.
day from 4:00 till 8:00- p. m
on Highway 641
these ceaters, please return the Phone 7534142 or 753-3967.
Saturday from 9:00 a. m. till
small
or
Large
in
Hay
WANTED:
Murray
mlc
silverware.
dishes and
4:00 p. m. 1302 Kirkwood, plen
/1-74
Will contract in field Municipal Housing Commission,
ty of goodies. Phone 753-6200 amounts.
M-2-C on stab or bail. 'Contact Lynn L D. Miller, Jr., Executive DiRobinson, Kirksey, phone 489- rector.
1114-C"
novae
NOTICE
4
139-C
REGISTERED Englisb.Setter, 8 310L .
9
:
PIIIIIRS-linter
t Weir
pion Riposte, Champion ComNOME
Noma
mand.= Big Coon.-Readi fall
Hardy
hunting. Phone 753-7238. M-g-C

LASSITER McKINNEY
DATSUN

4

GENTLE mare pony. Phone 45'
M-2-C
4725.
EVERY make electric carpet
shampooer does a better job
with famous Blue Lustre. Western Auto, Home of "The WishM-2-C
ing Well".
BOARS. Reedy
Phone 753-2350.

for

service.

FEMALE Siamese cat, 454 months dd. Phone 753-3506 after
5:00 p. in., or anytime Saturday.
M-4-C
1969-125 YAMAHA Endure, 700
actual miles. For information
M-4-C
phone 435-5455.
THREE Metaframe deluxe aquariains with best accessories.
Will sell seperately. Phone 753M4C
9511.
CASE 430 tractor, used 396
hours, 8 ft. wheel disc, 7 ft.
New Holland mower, 68 inch
case rotary mower. Phone 498M4C
8749. . .
FEEDER PIGS. Phone 753-7955.

HAULING
Backhoe, Dozer and Grader
Work.
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THREE CHAIR Barber Shop
Well established. Same location
for sixty five years. Must retire
becuse of health. This is a
good money maker. Call Jae
MeNatt. 901-479-2811 Fi.kM,
Kentucky.
M-7-C
1956 HARLEY-DAVIDSON. Inquire at 411 South 10th Street
after 4:00 p. in.' or phone 753,
68$s.
_

CUSHION MUMS

TERMITES!!

These are extra nice plants in bud and bloom.

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??
Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure

-S
SHIRLEY'S

TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Ahnost every home in the nation is threatened with invasion. or has already been invaded by termites
_They may reveal their presence through visible destruction
but more often their work goes unseen.
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-structure of your home .. traveling through the foundation
.. and infesting the ground under your expensive land-

GREENHOUSES

See N. 4th

MitlefiringaiMIISSINSIRMINS
Amaziug Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running
FAN 4-PLY D

CALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
TERMITE-INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOFING
REQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF A
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
Our lob is to find termites, cifLtroy their colonies and prevent their recurring in your home We know then- habits,
Where they attack and how to termite proof for long range
protection

COR RAYON

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Murray. Ky.
100 South 13th Street
Phone 753-394, Day or Night
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 20 YEARS
, INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
•
16.8.-As a-hlmeowner or potential builder of a new home,
remember. treatment durUag construction usually costs
onlY % of I% et the total building cost. If you don't treat
during construction and terrates develop in your home,
the conectite measures I eachisive of damage repairs;

CAIN& TAYLOR GULFSTATION
Corner of 6th & Main
••••

73 i862
ml4c
cy, e
••

•

•

••

THE LEDGER
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PHILLIP SMITH
NAMED WINNER,
ESSAY CONTEST

&
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Needs Of ...

Funeral Services Are
Held For Mrs. Byrd
UV

(Centiossod 1-rom Page 1)

Increase of 13 cents per
venation which would mean
The funeral for Mrs. Joyce
on the average, Miller said, of Byrd of Murray Route One was
between $1.84 end $2.16 per held today at 2:30 p. m. at the
month, for the average tax pay- Memorial Baptist Church with
er. For this amount, the tyska Rev. Bill Brumbger and Rev
could reach thc. state risquirr Jerrell White officiating.
meats.
Grandsons served as pallbearBM Howard Flynn of West
Two new elementary schools, ers. Burial was in the Oak Grove
Smith
Paducah and Philip Kim
substantial
addition
to
plus a
Cemetery with the arrangements
•
of Murray have been named winn- the misting high achocd, would
by the Miller Funeral Home of
ers of the annual Dr. and Mrs. be built.
Hazel.
Herbert J. Levine Americanism
a
One elementary school would
Mrs. Byrd, age 78, died ThursEssay contest at Murray State be constructed on Highway 94 day at five a. m. at the MurrayUniversity.
•
at the junctiot. of the Potter Calloway County Hospital.
A
Flynn, a senior history major, town road. The other would be Survivors are six daughters,
NASH HONORED Al MSU. Dr. William G. Nash, re- won the first place award 0132,00. built on highway 121 at the Mesdames Lucille
Rawlings,
0
tiring vice-president for academic affairs and dean of the Smith, a physics - mathematics Junction of the Johnny Hobart Jack Younger, Crawford Ray,
faculties at Murray State University, has been honored by the major, won $100 for second
Grove
Lynn
the
arid
son read
Robert Johnson, Collie Bailey,
Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity in recognition of his 30 ce. Chosen by a three-member highway.
and Bill Brumbger; one son,
the
of
support
his
for
and
university
the
at
years of service
faculty judging panel, they were
The new facilities would k- Samuel Byrd; five sisters; 23
Greek organizations on campus. Making presentations of • announced as award recipients elude a fulltime music teacher, grandchildren.
junior
plaque and a silver cup were John Barnhart, left, a
during the annual Honors Day art program, supervised physical education for all children,
from Lexington, and Robert L. Long, a junior from Provid- program Sunday.
HONORED AT MURRAY sTATE: Dr. Alice Kostnecire, chairman of the Home Econoence. Dr. Nash, who will retire July 1, will be succeeded by
Designed to stimulate greater full time librarian, full time
mics
Department at Murray State University, congratulates Cathy Harris, left, and Susan
Or. William G. Read, chairman of the chemistry department, appreciation of the American way romediai teacher, and special
Morris
after the two girls were named the most outstanding students in home economics
education units for the train
• life, the contest was establishBefore coming to Murray In 1940, Dr. Nash was a professor
(Continued From Pam 1)
the year at the University. Cathy, a sophe more from Murray, and Susan, • senior from
for
able, mentally retarded.
of physics at Georgetown CollegeI in 1969 and is open each sprDawson Springs, were among 6/16 Murray State students who received awards for scadsPlans call for a school pro- ing to the police report.
to all full - time under.
ink achievement and leadership Sunday at the University's annual Honors Day program.
graduate students at the univ- gram that would meet the needs
now and in the future. The
Another traffic collision
ersity.
Dr. and Mrs. Levine, promin- plans would piece the children curred Thursday at 4:02 p.m.
ent citizens of Centralia, II1, of Calloway County in a school on Chestnut Street. No injuries
on the same level with were reported.
have deposited contributions tota- progran
(Cora:fluid From Page 1)
children with whom they
Cars involved were a 1967
Vandalism was reported to a
ling $3,000 with the Murray State the
will compete in the future, Mil- Chevrolet four door owned by
1961 Comet Mercury owned by
Dwayne Burnett of Sedalia University Foundation to support
Persons have been charged bebly six or eight feet to strike Several cPtiesr have been disMax Weaver and driven by HeEdward Ray Mathis of 1505 Route One, age 17, was injured the program, according to M. 0. ler continued.
entered
pleas of guilty, and us upon the head.
It was pointed out that only len Crowe Weaver of 1203 Olive
posed of In the Calloway CounJcdmson Boulevard, Murray, be in a one car accident this morn- Wrather, executive vice presibeen fined in the City Court
of
vote
a
Calby
the
of
citizens
ty Court of Judge Robert 0.
Wednesclat
and
m.
1968
Murray,
a
Nash
p.
Street,
10:30
tweeo
into
sot
what
know
don't
We
ten o'clock on U.S. dent of Murray State. The Levi- loway County can this program
about
ing
of City Judge Don Overbey dui%
Miller during the past week.
two door hardtop driven by
end nine a. m. on Thursday, ac Highway 641 North, just south nes also support a similar essay
It might have
be put litho effect. The propos- William George Miller of St. ing the past week. Records show that Post Oak.
Records revealed the followcording to the report made to of Dexter.
something
over
frustrated
been
in
College
contest at Kaskaskia
the following occurred:
ed voting date is May 26.
ing:
Fla.
Petersburg,
the Murray Police Department
frusits
relieved
and
other
Burnett was taken to the Ceatralia.
Elvester H. Thorpe, did not or
The general conoensus of the
Adolph Anderson, Murray,
Police said Mn. Weaver was
The police report said the Murray-Calloway County Hospi- All essays this year were focAnyway
group Monday night was that going west on Chestnut Street appear in open court, forfeited tration by hitting us.
drunkenness, fined $10.public
left front windows were shot tal, but the report of his injurwe are now sporting a griev- 00
used on a topic selected by afac- vote against the proposed tax
band of $30.00.
costs $25.50; City Police.
in the lane to Ulm loft at the
out of the car. Also the chrome ies has not been made as yet,
forehead.
our
on
wound
ous
Amerithe
"Are
committee:
ulty
operaBlackburn,
no
Telford
incresae would be a vote to traffic light. Miller pulled out
Lewis Todd, Murray, driving
on the windshield was damaged hospital officials said.
of tree press and limit the education of the chilfined $25.00 costs
while intoxicated, 30 days hard
and two holes were in the up- Sheriff Clyde Steele said that can concepts
from Palace Drive In between tor's license,
is
it
we
say
would
Actually
$10.00.
fair trial compatible?"
dren of Calloway County.
labor in County Jail; Sheriff.
holstery. The car was parked
two cars to go east on ChestBurnett's car started spinning Dr, Kenneth Harrell,chairman
It was pointed out that the nut Street and the two cars col- Larry D. Bugg, reckless driv- pretty high up on our head
Leland Holmes, reckless drivat the intersection of Highway on the highway, ran backwards
We
receding.
is
hair
the
where
of the history department and watershed taxes for next year lided in the left turn lane of ing, amended to speeding, finfine of $10.00 suspended,
ing,
641 and the Highway 121 By- off
this
console ourselves by calling
the levee at the end of a newly-appointed dean ofthe Grad- will be lower.
ed $10.00 Costs $10.00.
of $23.50 paid; Sheriff.
costs
pass when the vandalism ocpolice
the
reStreet,
Chestnut
bridge.
William James Kaelin, speed- part of our head the forehead
uate School, served as chairman
Ronald Hargis, Murray Route
curred.
port said.
there,
hair
had
we
When
now.
Burnett was pinned in the car of the seven-member committee
$10.00.
costs
$10.00
fined
Three, speeding, fined $10.00
Damage to the Weaver car ing,
and the car door had to be pull- which formulated rules for the
fined we called it our head, but since costs $18.50; State Police.
FREE PUPS
was on the right front end and Carl Dalton. speeding,
ed open by a wrecker to get competition and selected the topThomas Vaughn, College Stato the Miller car on the right $20.00 costs $10.00.
the hair is no longer there, we
him out, the sheriff said. The ic.
tion, Murray, assault and batFour one-half Beagle pups front end and to the Miller car Cartes Robert Hoke, speed- call it our forehead.
car was reported to be total
ing, :fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Both Flynn and Smith were cho- need new homes. For one of on the right front fender.
tery, amended to disorderly
loss.
William B. Mellon, speeding,
sen as Murray State University these call Gene Lovins phone
conduct, fined $20.00 costs $18.escapes
little
the
Just
of
one
Sheriff Steele said that three Alumni Association scholarship
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
employ to save their 50; Sheriff.
FREE PUPPY
other collisions occurred in the recipients during their freshman 438-5377, or come any day altar
Jerry L. Miller, speeding, fin- that people
Michelle Clayburn, College
five
p.m.
feelings.
'traffic while this accident was years.
ed $20.00 costs $10.00.
Station, Murray, forgery, made
Mrs. Willard Ails has been being investigated. Kentucky
part Beagle, ten Robert Hartsfield, driving
puppy,
A
Flynn, son of Harold M. Flynn
restitution in amount of $565.01
chosen "Giii of the Year" for State Trooper Guy Turner was
weeks old, who has had all his while intoxicated, fined $150.00
the second straight year by Bet- also at the scene and investi- of Costa Mesa, Calif., and Mrs.
However, as our Uncle Charlie and is recognized on her own
It is against the law to kill, shots, is free to someone as a
costs $10.00, driving on revoked.
Ruth Flynn of West Paducah,was catch or hunt alligators in
bond to appear before May
te Sigma Phi sorority members, gated the other collisions
Texas. pet. For information call 7=- license, . fined $50.00 costs used to say, he would rath
Grand Jury; Sheriff.
listed in "Who's Who in Ameri1970
grow
Gamma Gamma chapter of Murold
than
not
to.
2527.
,
$10.00.
can Colleges and Universities"
Bobby Parrish, New Concond,
ray. This is the highest honor
Joe
Wilkins,
public
drunkenthis year. A member oftheROTC
and award given by the sororWe mowed so long yesterday drinking beer on public highness, fined $30.00 costs $10.00.
advanced corps, he Is vice presiity each year. The selection is
grass that way, fined $10.00 costs $18.50;
James Thomas Bramlett, driv- battling the growing
dent of Lambda Chi Alpha social
made by secret ballot of all
we got State Police.
by
late
time
was
the
It
ing while intoxicated, fined
Jerry Eldridge, 407 South
fraternity and president of the
:limier members.
late too,
was
Wife
house.
the
In
$150.00'costs $1000; no opera10th Street, Murray, speeding,
Relations Club.
International
-daughour
with
sat
we
there
so
An engraved bronze plague
tor's license, fined $50.00 costs
He is also a member of Alpha
ter-in-law. Nobody felt much amended to disorderly conduct,
$10.06.
was presented to Mrs. Ails by
Stan Evanko, student mobili- Chi national honor sorority for
like going into the kitchen to fined $1000 costs $18.50; State
Mrs. Ed Thomas, Tuesday. even- zation leader for the Campus
Dale Eugene Dunlap, public
up some delectable Police
honorary
whomp
Chi
Psi
scholarship,
ing at the annual Beta Sigma Crusade for Christ at Murray
drunkenness, fined $2000 costa
Robert W. Cooper, Bertrand.
says, why not call
we
so
dish,
studenpsychology
for
fraternity
Phi Founder's Day celebration. State University, will be the
510.00, sentenced to 30 days .n
improper fishing license,
Mo.,
catsome
us
get
and
Wylie
old
honorary
Theta
Alpha
Phi
After receiving the honor, Mrs. speaker at the Oak Grove Cumb- ts,
city jail, suspended on condit$15.00 costs $1850; Defined
jumped
ladies
two
The
fish.
Ails was also presented with erland Presbyterian Church, fraternity for history students
ion that the defendant does not
with joy at this sage pronounce- partment of Fish and Wildlife.
a dozen yellow roses, the soror- located about seven miles aorta and serves as treasurer of Omiappear in court during next
Clarence °rear, Route 5,
ment, so this is what we do.
cron Delta Kappa national leadity flower.
year.
of Penny on the Calloway-Mar- ership honor society.
rings fried real South Fulton, Tenn, improper
onion
gets
Wife
Mrs. Ails has served as pre- shall County Line, on Sunday,
Lonnie Tucker, public drun$15.00
and we get baked pota- fishing license, fined
Smith is the son of Mrs.Quava
sident of the sorority for the May 3, at seven p.m.
kenness, ten days in city jail. crisp
costs $18.50; Department o f
H.
Eugene
toes.
late
the
C.
and
Smith
past year and she has also been
Fish and Wildlife.
Evanko, age 22, a senior at
re-elected president for the Murray State University, is Smith. He was a finalist in the
Finis Charles Hutchens, Route
coming 1970-71 chapter year. from Canton, Ohio. He is a National Merit Scholarship comMurray, driving while in
One,
Before you can say Kentucky
She works with other sorority member o fthe Poplar Spring petition, speaker of the house at
toxicated, fined $100.00 costs
Lake
Catfish
there's
our
order
delea
and
State,
Boys
Bluegrass
Kentucky
the
for
members
$13.50; State Police.
Baptist Church
(Continued From Page 1)
at the door and we all sit ther
Senate Youth Program
Heart Association and has servEddie Washam, Route 1, BenEveryone is invited to attend gate of the
happily
chomping on catfish ton, driving while intoxicated,
ed as the Murray-Calloway and a special invitation is ex- in 1968.
An employee of the computer
County Heart Fund chairman tended to all young people.
outskirts of Svay Meng, a pro- hush puppies, etc.
amended to reckless driving,
center at Murray State where he
for the past three years.
vince capital believed held by
fined $100.00 costs $13.50; State
works as a student programmer,
the Viet Cons and North VietPolice.
mander of the South Victna
Smith is a member of theSociety
namese.
Michael Eldridge, Mayfield,
mese
in
pincers
the
operation
of Physics Students on the camlight
Fighting was reported
fishing without a license, fined
parrot's
beak,
said
pus. He also received a Senate
government
after two days of combat left
08.00 costs $18.50; Department
Youth Program scholarship.
nearly 500 guerrillas and 46 gov- forces were attempting to en- of Fish and Wildlife.
circle the guerrillas and then
ernment. troops dead.
Billy Gene Krueger, Calvert
lei
"Our purpose is not to occupy destroy them in search opera- City, speeding, fined $10.0C
4
......
the areas," President Nixon said tions.
costs $18.50; State Police.
PT
in explaining the move to the
Tri said his men Thursday
American public. "Once enemy
NOW YOU KNOW
. "41111,
killed a man believed to be a
these
of
out
driven
are
fortes
PLY
to some author
According
to
adviser
Chinese.
Communist
sanctuaries and their military
Federal State Market News
.Gonunanistops. The bo- ides, the best ,aray to remove a .
supplies destroy
Service 5-1-'70' Keietnctrillftdy was turned oVer.to intellig- leech.-fintrilliethrtvittegar
draw."
chase Area Hog Market Report
on it or hold a lighted cigarette
specialists.
ence
coin:
Tri,
Can
Do
Gen.
Lt.
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
•
near its body.
Receipts 2100 Head, Barrows
I •
and Gilts, Steady to 25 cents
Higher; Sows, Steady.
sin )
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